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Overview: 
 

A 30-minute CAWI was the only mode used in 9C1 for Parents, as the COVID-19 
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Further details about how this instrument was administered are in the Data User Guide. 

 

Modules: 
 

This file contains all Wave 9C1 questionnaires for the following modules: 
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• Life Events 

 

 

Each questionnaire has been annotated with the variable names (inside curly brackets) 

and the question position (inside square brackets). As a reference, Data users can use the 
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Wave 9 C1 Parent

INTRO_Q01
Thank you for your ongoing contribution to the Growing Up in Australia Study. 

You are about to enter the secure online survey, which covers questions related to your health, wellbeing and other
aspects of your life. We are particularly interested in finding out how you were affected by the coronavirus pandemic,
extreme weather events and natural disasters. 

As always, if you do not wish to answer a question you can skip it. You can simply leave the response blank and use
the 'Next' button to move on once you have completed all the questions you are going to answer. 
Do not use your browser's 'Back' and 'Forward' buttons to move through the survey. You can move around using the
'Next' and 'Previous' buttons. If you do inadvertently use your bowser's 'Back' or 'Forward' buttons, please save and
exit, and then open your survey again. 

We estimate this online survey should take you approximately 30 minutes to complete. 

If you find any of the questions in this survey upsetting please refer to the Emergency and Support Services Card
with helpful phone numbers and websites that was included in the material we mailed and/or emailed you. If you did
not receive this mail, please contact us on 1800 005 508 and we will resend this to you. If you find any of the
questions in this survey upsetting please refer to the Youth Services Card with helpful phone numbers and websites
that was included in the material we mailed and / or emailed you. If you did not receive this mail, please refer to our
website: growingupinaustralia.gov.au.

Participant Study Consent
• Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may discontinue participation at any time.
• You may choose not to answer certain questions, or any question that is not relevant to you.
• If you have any questions about your privacy or uses of the data, please refer to the Privacy Brochure.
• If you have any questions about the study, contact us on 1800 005 508 or at
growingup@updatedetails.growingupinaustralia.gov.au

By continuing to the next screen, you are
• agreeing to participate and allowing us to use the data we collect for the Growing Up in Australia study, and
• acknowledging you have read the information above and received the Privacy Brochure.

INTRO_Q02
Before we start, we need to check your details. Are 1: Yes, that's me ---> INTRO_Q06
you .... 2: I prefer to be called by a different first name

now ---> INTRO_Q04
3: No, that's not me

INTRO_Q03
< Population: Details incorrect > 1: Yes
Have you ever been know as .... 2: No ---> INTRO_Q05
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INTRO_Q04
< Population: Details need updating >
Enter your preferred first name here. __________________________________

INTRO_Q05
< Population: Details incorrect >

Please contact the Growing Up in Australia team on 1800 005 508, to let them know that your details for the online
survey were incorrect. 

To protect the privacy of your information, you are no longer able to access your online survey. 

We suggest you close your browser window to further protect your privacy.

INTRO_Q06
< Population: Confirmed details >

__________________________________
In the past, you have participated in Growing Up in
Australia with a young person. Please enter the name
you would prefer us to use when referring to this
young person.

INTRO_Q06b
Do you currently live with the young person? 1: Yes
{i1fd19a, i1fd19b, i1fd19p, k1fd19a, k1fd19b, k1fd19p} 2: No
 [P CAWI A1]

The next questions are about who lives with you.

INTRO_Q07
How many people currently live with you? 
Include household members who live with you some of

__________________________________
the time. 
{i1fd32a, i1fd32b, i1fd32p, k1fd32a, k1fd32b, k1fd32p}
[P CAWI A2.1]

INTRO_Q08
< Population: Lives with others (not counting young person) >

Who do you live with?

Spouse/partner 0: No
{i1fd32a1, i1fd32b1, i1fd32p1, k1fd32a1, k1fd32b1, 1: Yes
k1fd32p1} [P CAWI A2.2.1]

My biological, step or adopted child(ren) 0: No
{i1fd32a2, i1fd32b2, i1fd32p2, k1fd32a2, k1fd32b2, 1: Yes
k1fd32p2} [P CAWI A2.2.2]
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Foster child(ren) 0: No
{i1fd32a3, i1fd32b3, i1fd32p3, k1fd32a3, k1fd32b3, 1: Yes
k1fd32p3} [P CAWI A2.2.3]

My or my partner's grandchild(ren) 0: No
{i1fd32a4, i1fd32b4, i1fd32p4, k1fd32a4, k1fd32b4, 1: Yes
k1fd32p4} [P CAWI A2.2.4]

My or my partner's parent(s) 0: No
{i1fd32a5, i1fd32b5, i1fd32p5, k1fd32a5, k1fd32b5, 1: Yes
k1fd32p5} [P CAWI A2.2.5]

Other relative(s) 0: No
{i1fd32a6, i1fd32b6, i1fd32p6, k1fd32a6, k1fd32b6, 1: Yes
k1fd32p6} [P CAWI A2.2.6]

Person(s) not related to me 0: No
{i1fd32a7, i1fd32b7, i1fd32p7, k1fd32a7, k1fd32b7, 1: Yes
k1fd32p7} [P CAWI A2.2.7]

INTRO_Q09
< Population: Live with others >

How many people in your household are in each of the following age groups? If you do not know the age of someone
you live with, your best guess is fine.

Under 5 years 
{i1fd33a1a, i1fd33b1a,  i1fd33p1a, k1fd33a1a, __________________________________
k1fd33b1a,  k1fd33p1a} [P CAWI A2.3.1]

5-12 years 
{i1fd33a2a, i1fd33b2a,  i1fd33p2a, k1fd33a2a, __________________________________
k1fd33b2a,  k1fd33p2a} [P CAWI A2.3.2]

13-17 years 
{i1fd33a3a, i1fd33b3a,  i1fd33p3a, k1fd33a3a, __________________________________
k1fd33b3a,  k1fd33p3a} [P CAWI A2.3.3]

18-64 years 
{i1fd33a4a, i1fd33b4a,  i1fd33p4a, k1fd33a4a, __________________________________
k1fd33b4a,  k1fd33p4a} [P CAWI A2.3.4]

65 years or over 
{i1fd33a5a, i1fd33b5a,  i1fd33p5a, k1fd33a5a, __________________________________
k1fd33b5a,  k1fd33p5a} [P CAWI A2.3.5]
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INTRO_Q10
< Population: Does not live with partner > 1: Yes

2: No
Are you currently in a committed relationship with
someone who does not live with you? 
{i1fd04a1, i1fd04b1, i1fd04p1, k1fd04a1, k1fd04b1,
k1fd04p1 } [P CAWI A3]

INTRO_Q11
Throughout this questionnaire we will ask about the coronavirus restriction period. 

This is the period where governments put in place restrictions and recommendations designed to curb the spread of
COVID-19, the disease caused by the new coronavirus. 

Please answer the questions that refer to the coronavirus restriction period by thinking about the time when
restrictions were first at their peak. For most people this would have been between March and May 2020.  

The level of restrictions enforced varied across the states and territories, but for most people these restrictions would
have included the following: 
• Limits to the number of people you could gather with. In most states, gatherings of more than 2 people were not
allowed, though in some states the limit was 10 people.  
• Limits to the number of people allowed to attend funerals or weddings.
• Closing schools and universities, moving school to home-based learning or having longer school holidays.
• Closing down pubs, restaurants and / or some retail outlets.
• Being advised to work from home if possible.

INTRO_Q12
During the coronavirus restriction period, did the 1: Yes
composition of your household change (e.g. people 2: No  ---> INTRO_Q15
moving in or out)?
Include any temporary living arrangements. Include any
times you moved house and/or the people you lived with
changed. 
{i1fd35a, i1fd35b, i1fd35p, k1fd35a, k1fd35b, k1fd35p}
[P CAWI A4.1]

INTRO_Q13
< Population: Household composition changed >
Which of the following changes happened to you during the coronavirus restriction period? Include any temporary
living arrangements.

I began to live with the young person or they moved in 0: No
with me. 1: Yes
{i1fd35a1a, i1fd35b1a,  i1fd35p1a, k1fd35a1a,
k1fd35b1a,  k1fd35p1a} [P CAWI A4.2.1]

I stopped living with the young person or they moved 0: No
out 1: Yes
{i1fd35a1b, i1fd35b1b,  i1fd35p1b, k1fd35a1b,
k1fd35b1b,  k1fd35p1b} [P CAWI A4.2.2]

I began to live with someone other than the young 0: No
person or they moved in with me 1: Yes
{i1fd35a1c, i1fd35b1c,  i1fd35p1c, k1fd35a1c,
k1fd35b1c,  k1fd35p1c} [P CAWI A4.2.3]
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I stopped living with someone other than the young 0: No
person or they stopped living with me 1: Yes
{i1fd35a1d, i1fd35b1d,  i1fd35p1d, k1fd35a1d,
k1fd35b1d,  k1fd35p1d} [P CAWI A4.2.4]

I moved house but the people I lived with did not 0: No
change 1: Yes
{i1fd35a1e, i1fd35b1e,  i1fd35p1e, k1fd35a1e,
k1fd35b1e,  k1fd35p1e} [P CAWI A4.2.5]

INTRO_Q14
< Population: Household composition changed > 1: Entirely
Was this a result of coronavirus restrictions? 2: Partly
{i1fd35a2, i1fd35b2, i1fd35p2, k1fd35a2, k1fd35b2, 3: Not at all
k1fd35p2} [P CAWI A4.3]

INTRO_Q15
What was the postcode of your main residence during
the coronavirus restriction period? __________________________________

Please think about the period when restrictions were
first at their peak. For most people this would have
been between March and May 2020. 
If you lived in more than one residence during this
period (e.g. if you moved house) please provide the
postcode of the residence where you spent the most
time during the coronavirus restrictions. If you don't
know the postcode or were overseas, just continue to
the next screen.

{i1pcodeacrp, i1pcodebcrp, i1pcodepcrp, k1pcodeacrp,
k1pcodebcrp, k1pcodepcrp} [P CAWI A5.1]

INTRO_Q16
< Population: Does not know postcode > 1: NSW

2:VIC
In which state or territory was your main residence 3: QLD
during the coronavirus restriction period? 4: SA

5: WA
If you lived in more than one residence during this 6: TAS
period (e.g. if you moved house) please provide the 7: NT
state or territory of the residence where you spent 8: ACT
the most time during the coronavirus restrictions. 9: Overseas
If where you spent the most time was outside of
Australia, please select Overseas.

{i1stateacrp, i1statebcrp, i1statepcrp, k1stateacrp,
k1statebcrp, k1statepcrp} [P CAWI A5.2]
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RELATIONSHIP_Q01
< Population: Young person no longer living with respondent >

The next questions are about how much contact you have with the study child and your relationship with them.
Please include any contact, whether face-to-face, by phone, SMS, email or other electronic means.

< Population: Young person no longer living with 1: Every day
respondent > 2: Several times a week
How often do you currently see or talk with the study 3: At least once a week
child? 4: At least once a fortnight
{i1pe13a3, i1pe13b3, i1pe13p3, k1pe13a3, k1pe13b3, 5: At least once a month
k1pe13p3}  [P CAWI B1] 6: Less than once a month

7: Not at all ---> RELATIONSHIP_Q04a

RELATIONSHIP_Q02
< Population: Young person no longer living with 1: Every day
respondent but currently has contact with them > 2: Several times a week

3: At least once a week
Now thinking about the coronavirus restriction period, 4: At least once a fortnight
how often did you see or talk with the study child? 5: At least once a month
Please think about the period when restrictions were 6: Less than once a month
first at their peak. For most people, this would have 7: Not at all
been between March and May 2020. 
{i1pe13a3a, i1pe13b3a, i1pe13p3a, k1pe13a3a,
k1pe13b3a, k1pe13p3a}  [P CAWI B2]

RELATIONSHIP_Q03
< Population: Young person still living with respondent >

People often disagree with each other. The following sentences describe situations. 

How often do the you and the study child do the following things?

a. We disagree and fight 1: Not at all
{i1pa26a1, i1pa26b1, i1pa26p1, k1pa26a1, k1pa26b1, 2: A little
k1pa26p1} [P CAWI B3.1] 3: Sometimes

4: Pretty often
5: Almost all or all of the time

b. We bug each other or get on each other's nerves 1: Not at all
{i1pa26a2, i1pa26b2, i1pa26p2, k1pa26a2, k1pa26b2, 2: A little
k1pa26p2} [P CAWI B3.2] 3: Sometimes

4: Pretty often
5: Almost all or all of the time

c. We yell at each other 1: Not at all
{i1pa26a3, i1pa26b3, i1pa26p3, k1pa26a3, k1pa26b3, 2: A little
k1pa26p3} [P CAWI B3.3] 3: Sometimes

4: Pretty often
5: Almost all or all of the time

d. When we argue we stay angry for a very long time 1: Not at all
{i1pa26a4, i1pa26b4, i1pa26p4, k1pa26a4, k1pa26b4, 2: A little
k1pa26p4} [P CAWI B3.4] 3: Sometimes

4: Pretty often
5: Almost all or all of the time
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e. When we disagree, I refuse to talk to the study 1: Not at all
child 2: A little
{i1pa26a5, i1pa26b5, i1pa26p5, k1pa26a5, k1pa26b5, 3: Sometimes
k1pa26p5} [P CAWI B3.5] 4: Pretty often

5: Almost all or all of the time

f. When we disagree, the study child stomps out of the 1: Not at all
room, or house or yard 2: A little
 {i1pa26a6, i1pa26b6, i1pa26p6, k1pa26a6, k1pa26b6, 3: Sometimes
k1pa26p6} [P CAWI B3.6] 4: Pretty often

5: Almost all or all of the time

RELATIONSHIP_Q04
< Population: Young person still living with respondent >

During the coronavirus restriction period, how often did you and  the study child do the following things?

a. Disagree and fight 1: Not at all
{i1pa26a1a, i1pa26b1a, i1pa26p1a, k1pa26a1a, 2: A little
k1pa26b1a, k1pa26p1a} [P CAWI B4.1] 3: Sometimes

4: Pretty often
5: Almost all or all of the time

b. Bug each other or get on each other's nerves 1: Not at all
{i1pa26a2a, i1pa26b2a, i1pa26p2a, k1pa26a2a, 2: A little
k1pa26b2a, k1pa26p2a} [P CAWI B4.2] 3: Sometimes

4: Pretty often
5: Almost all or all of the time

c. Yell at each other 1: Not at all
{i1pa26a3a, i1pa26b3a, i1pa26p3a, k1pa26a3a, 2: A little
k1pa26b3a, k1pa26p3a} [P CAWI B4.3] 3: Sometimes

4: Pretty often
5: Almost all or all of the time

d. Argue and stay angry for a very long time 1: Not at all
{i1pa26a4a, i1pa26b4a, i1pa26p4a, k1pa26a4a, 2: A little
k1pa26b4a, k1pa26p4a} [P CAWI B4.4] 3: Sometimes

4: Pretty often
5: Almost all or all of the time

RELATIONSHIP_Q04a
< Population: Lives with other family members > 1: Excellent
Sometimes family members may have difficulty getting 2: Very good
along with one another. They do not always agree and 3: Good
they may get angry. 4: Fair

5: Poor
In general, how would you rate your family's ability
to get along with one another? 
{i1re06a, i1re06b, i1re06p, k1re06a, k1re06b, k1re06p}
[P CAWI B5]
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RELATIONSHIP_Q05a
< Population: Has partner/spouse (even if they live elsewhere) >

The next questions are about your relationships and the support you receive.

< Population: Has partner/spouse (even if they live 1: Extremely unhappy
elsewhere) > 2: Fairly unhappy

3: A little unhappy
Which best describes the degree of happiness, all 4: Happy
things considered, in your relationship? 5: Very happy
{i1re05a, i1re05b, i1re05p, k1re05a, k1re05b, k1re05p} 6: Extremely happy
[P CAWI B6] 7: Perfectly happy

RELATIONSHIP_Q05a
< Population: Has partner/spouse (even if they live elsewhere) >

The next questions are about partner relationships during the coronavirus period.

< Population: Has partner/spouse (even if they live 1: Yes
elsewhere) > 2: No, I was going out with someone else --->

RELATIONSHIP_Q07
Were you with your current partner during the -1: No, I did not have a partner during the
coronavirus restriction period? coronavirus restriction period --->
{i1re37a2, i1re37b2, i1re37p2, k1re37a2, k1re37b2, RELATIONSHIP_Q07
k1re37p2} [P CAWI B7]

RELATIONSHIP_Q06
< Population: Has same partner/spouse as before 1: Extremely unhappy
coronavirus restriction period  (even if they live 2: Fairly unhappy
elsewhere) > 3: A little unhappy

4: Happy
Thinking back to your relationship during the 5: Very happy
coronavirus restriction period, which best describes 6: Extremely happy
the degree of happiness, all things considered, in 7: Perfectly happy
your relationship? 
{i1re05a1, i1re05b1, i1re05p1, k1re05a1, k1re05b1,
k1re05p1} [P CAWI B8]

RELATIONSHIP_Q07
People sometimes look to others for companionship, assistance or other types of support. 
How often are each of the following kinds of support available to you if you need it?

a. Someone you can count on to listen to you when you 1: None of the time
need to talk. 2: A little of the time
{i1sc18a1a, i1sc18b1a, i1sc18p1a, k1sc18a1a, 3: Some of the time
k1sc18b1a, k1sc18p1a} [P CAWI B9.1] 4: Most of the time

5: All of the time

b. Someone to confide in or talk about yourself or 1: None of the time
your problems. 2: A little of the time
{i1sc18a1b, i1sc18b1b, i1sc18p1b, k1sc18a1b, 3: Some of the time
k1sc18b1b, k1sc18p1b} [P CAWI B9.2] 4: Most of the time

5: All of the time
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c. Someone to share your most private worries and 1: None of the time
fears with. 2: A little of the time
{i1sc18a1c, i1sc18b1c, i1sc18p1c, k1sc18a1c, 3: Some of the time
k1sc18b1c, k1sc18p1c} [P CAWI B9.3] 4: Most of the time

5: All of the time

d. Someone to turn to for suggestions about how to 1: None of the time
deal with a personal problem. 2: A little of the time
{i1sc18a1d, i1sc18b1d, i1sc18p1d, k1sc18a1d, 3: Some of the time
k1sc18b1d, k1sc18p1d} [P CAWI B9.4] 4: Most of the time

5: All of the time

e. Someone to help you if you were confined to bed. 1: None of the time
{i1sc18a2a, i1sc18b2a, i1sc18p2a, k1sc18a2a, 2: A little of the time
k1sc18b2a, k1sc18p2a} [P CAWI B9.5] 3: Some of the time

4: Most of the time
5: All of the time

f. Someone to take you to the doctor if you needed it. 1: None of the time
{i1sc18a2b, i1sc18b2b, i1sc18p2b, k1sc18a2b, 2: A little of the time
k1sc18b2b, k1sc18p2b} [P CAWI B9.6] 3: Some of the time

4: Most of the time
5: All of the time

g. Someone to prepare your meals if you were unable to 1: None of the time
do it yourself. 2: A little of the time
{i1sc18a2c, i1sc18b2c, i1sc18p2c, k1sc18a2c, 3: Some of the time
k1sc18b2c, k1sc18p2c} [P CAWI B9.7] 4: Most of the time

5: All of the time

h. Someone to help with daily chores if you were sick. 1: None of the time
{i1sc18a2d, i1sc18b2d, i1sc18p2d, k1sc18a2d, 2: A little of the time
k1sc18b2d, k1sc18p2d} [P CAWI B9.8] 3: Some of the time

4: Most of the time
5: All of the time

i. Someone who shows you love and affection. 1: None of the time
{i1sc18a3a, i1sc18b3a, i1sc18p3a, k1sc18a3a, 2: A little of the time
k1sc18b3a, k1sc18p3a} [P CAWI B9.9] 3: Some of the time

4: Most of the time
5: All of the time

j. Someone to love and make you feel wanted. 1: None of the time
{i1sc18a3b, i1sc18b3b, i1sc18p3b, k1sc18a3b, 2: A little of the time
k1sc18b3b, k1sc18p3b} [P CAWI B9.10] 3: Some of the time

4: Most of the time
5: All of the time

k. Someone who hugs you. 1: None of the time
{i1sc18a3c, i1sc18b3c, i1sc18p3c, k1sc18a3c, 2: A little of the time
k1sc18b3c, k1sc18p3c} [P CAWI B9.11] 3: Some of the time

4: Most of the time
5: All of the time

l. Someone to have a good time with. 1: None of the time
{i1sc18a4a, i1sc18b4a, i1sc18p4a, k1sc18a4a, 2: A little of the time
k1sc18b4a, k1sc18p4a} [P CAWI B9.12] 3: Some of the time

4: Most of the time
5: All of the time
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m. Someone to get together with for relaxation. 1: None of the time
{i1sc18a4b, i1sc18b4b, i1sc18p4b, k1sc18a4b, 2: A little of the time
k1sc18b4b, k1sc18p4b} [P CAWI B9.13] 3: Some of the time

4: Most of the time
5: All of the time

n. Someone to do something enjoyable with. 1: None of the time
{i1sc18a4c, i1sc18b4c, i1sc18p4c, k1sc18a4c, 2: A little of the time
k1sc18b4c, k1sc18p4c} [P CAWI B9.14] 3: Some of the time

4: Most of the time
5: All of the time

o. Someone to do things with to help you get your mind 1: None of the time
off things. 2: A little of the time
{i1sc18a5, i1sc18b5, i1sc18p5, k1sc18a5, k1sc18b5, 3: Some of the time
k1sc18p5} [P CAWI B9.15] 4: Most of the time

5: All of the time

RELATIONSHIP_Q08
How often do you feel....

a. that you lack companionship? 1: Never
{i1sc34a1, i1sc34b1, i1sc34p1, k1sc34a1, k1sc34b1, 2: Rarely
k1sc34p1} [P CAWI B10.1] 3: Sometimes

4: Often
5: Always

b. left out? 1: Never
{i1sc34a2, i1sc34b2, i1sc34p2, k1sc34a2, k1sc34b2, 2: Rarely
k1sc34p2} [P CAWI B10.2] 3: Sometimes

4: Often
5: Always

c. isolated from others? 1: Never
{i1sc34a3, i1sc34b3, i1sc34p3, k1sc34a3, k1sc34b3, 2: Rarely
k1sc34p3} [P CAWI B10.3] 3: Sometimes

4: Often
5: Always

d. lonely? 1: Never
{i1sc34a4, i1sc34b4, i1sc34p4, k1sc34a4, k1sc34b4, 2: Rarely
k1sc34p4} [P CAWI B10.4] 3: Sometimes

4: Often
5: Always

RELATIONSHIP_Q09
For the next question, please think about the period when restrictions were first at their peak. For most people, this
would have been between March and May 2020.

Thinking back to the coronavirus restriction period, how often did you feel...

a. that you lacked companionship? 1: Never
{i1sc35a1, i1sc35b1, i1sc35p1, k1sc35a1, k1sc35b1, 2: Rarely
k1sc35p1} [P CAWI B11.1] 3: Sometimes

4: Often
5: Always
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b. left out? 1: Never
{i1sc35a2, i1sc35b2, i1sc35p2, k1sc35a2, k1sc35b2, 2: Rarely
k1sc35p2} [P CAWI B11.2] 3: Sometimes

4: Often
5: Always

c. isolated from others? 1: Never
{i1sc35a3, i1sc35b3, i1sc35p3, k1sc35a3, k1sc35b3, 2: Rarely
k1sc35p3} [P CAWI B11.3] 3: Sometimes

4: Often
5: Always

d. lonely? 1: Never
{i1sc35a4, i1sc35b4, i1sc35p4, k1sc35a4, k1sc35b4, 2: Rarely
k1sc35p4} [P CAWI B11.4] 3: Sometimes

4: Often
5: Always

RELATIONSHIP_Q10
How often do you feel that you need support or help 1: Very often
but can't get it from anyone? 2: Often
{i1sc08a, i1sc08b, i1sc08p, k1sc08a, k1sc08b, k1sc08p} 3: Sometimes
[P CAWI B12] 4: Never

RELATIONSHIP_Q11
Thinking back to the coronavirus restriction period, 1: Very often
how often did you feel that you needed support or help 2: Often
but could not get it from anyone? 3: Sometimes
{i1sc08a1, i1sc08b1, i1sc08p1, k1sc08a1, k1sc08b1, 4: Never
k1sc08p1}  [P CAWI B13]

HEALTH_Q01
The next questions are about your health.

HEALTH_Q02
In general, would you say you own health is.... 1: Excellent
{i1hs13a, i1hs13b, i1hs13p, k1hs13a, k1hs13b, k1hs13p} 2: Very good
[P CAWI C1.1] 3: Good

4: Fair
5: Poor

HEALTH_Q03
Have you ever been tested for COVID-19? 1: Yes
{i1hs64a1a, i1hs64b1a, i1hs64p1a, k1hs64a1a, 2: No ---> HEALTH_Q05
k1hs64b1a, k1hs64p1a,}  [P CAWI C2.1]
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HEALTH_Q04
< Population: Been tested for COVID-19 > 1: Yes

2: No
Have you ever received a positive result from a
COVID-19 test? 
{i1hs64a1b, i1hs64b1b, i1hs64p1b, k1hs64a1b,
k1hs64b1b, k1hs64p1b}  [P CAWI C2.2]

HEALTH_Q05
< Population: Lives with others > 1: Yes

2: No ---> HEALTH_Q07
Has anyone in your household ever been tested for
COVID-19? 
{i1hs64a2a, i1hs64b2a, i1hs64p2a, k1hs64a2a,
k1hs64b2a, k1hs64p2a} [P CAWI C2.3]

HEALTH_Q06
< Population: Lives with others who have had COVID-19 1: Yes
test > 2: No

Has anyone in your household ever received a positive
result from a COVID-19 test? 
{i1hs64a2b, i1hs64b2b, i1hs64p2b, k1hs64a2b,
k1hs64b2b, k1hs64p2b}  [P CAWI C2.4]

HEALTH_Q07
Now thinking about close family or friends who do not 1: Yes
live with you, have any of them ever had a test for 2: No ---> HEALTH_Q09
COVID-19? 
{i1hs64a3a, i1hs64b3a, i1hs64p3a, k1hs64a3a,
k1hs64b3a, k1hs64p3a} [P CAWI C3.1]

HEALTH_Q08
< Population: Close family or friends had COVID-19 1: Yes
test> 2: No

Have any of these close family or friends ever
received a positive result from a test for COVID-19? 
{i1hs64a3b, i1hs64b3b, i1hs64p3b, k1hs64a3b,
k1hs64b3b, k1hs64p3b}  [P CAWI C3.2]

HEALTH_Q09
The next questions are about physical activity.
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HEALTH_Q10
About how many days each week do you do at least 30
minutes of moderate or vigorous physical activity? __________________________________
This is all the time you spent in activities that
increased your heart rate and made you breathe hard.
{i1hb14a2, i1hb14b2, i1hb14p2, k1hb14a2, k1hb14b2,
k1hb14p2} [P CAWI C4.1]

HEALTH_Q11
< Population: Does 30 minutes of activity at least one
day a week > __________________________________

About how many days each week do you do at least 60
minutes of moderate or vigorous physical activity? 
This is all the time you spent in activities that
increased your heart rate and made you breathe hard.
{i1hb14a2a, i1hb14b2a, i1hb14p2a, k1hb14a2a,
k1hb14b2a, k1hb14p2a}  [P CAWI C4.2]

HEALTH_Q12
The next questions are about medical conditions or disabilities that you or people in your household might have.

HEALTH_Q13
Do you have any conditions that have lasted or are 1: Yes
likely to last for six months or more (e.g. sight 2: No
problems not corrected by glasses or contact lenses,
difficulty learning or understanding things, limited
use of limbs, any condition that restricts physical
activity or physical work (e.g. back problems,
migraines) disfigurement or deformity, and any mental
illness for which help or supervision is required)? 
{i1f17z1m1a, i1f17z1m1b, i1f17z1m1p, k1f17z1m1a,
k1f17z1m1b, k1f17z1m1p} [P CAWI C5.1]

HEALTH_Q14
< Population: Lives with at least one other person > 1: Yes

2: No
Does anyone else in your household have any conditions
that have lasted or are likely to last for six months
or more (e.g. sight problems not corrected by glasses
or contact lenses, difficulty learning or
understanding things, limited use of limbs, any
condition that restricts physical activity or physical
work (e.g. back problems, migraines) disfigurement or
deformity, and any mental illness for which help or
supervision is required)? 
{i1f17z1a, i1f17z1b, i1f17z1p, k1f17z1a, k1f17z1b,
k1f17z1p}  [P CAWI C5.2]
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HEALTH_Q15
The next three questions are about your feelings at present and during the coronavirus feelings at present and
during the coronavirus restriction period.

When you answer the questions about your feelings during the restriction period, please think about the period when
they were first at their peak. For most people this would have been between March and May 2020.

a. How difficult do you feel your life is at present? 1: No problems or stresses
{i1hs26a1, i1hs26b1, i1hs26p1, k1hs26a1, k1hs26b1, 2: Few problems or stresses
k1hs26p1} [P CAWI C6.1.1] 3: Some problems and stresses

4: Many problems and stresses
5: Very many problems and stresses

b. Overall, how difficult do you feel your life was 1: No problems or stresses
during this coronavirus restriction period? 2: Few problems or stresses
{i1hs26a1a, i1hs26b1a, i1hs26p1a, k1hs26a1a, 3: Some problems and stresses
k1hs26b1a, k1hs26p1a} [P CAWI C6.1.2] 4: Many problems and stresses

5: Very many problems and stresses

HEALTH_Q16
a. How well do you think you are coping? 1: Not at all
{i1hs26a2, i1hs26b2, i1hs26p2, k1hs26a2, k1hs26b2, 2: A little
k1hs26p2} [P CAWI C6.2.1] 3: Fairly well

4: Very well
5: Extremely well

b. Overall, during the coronavirus restriction period, 1: Not at all
how well do you think you coped? 2: A little
{i1hs26a2a, i1hs26b2a, i1hs26p2a, k1hs26a2a, 3: Fairly well
k1hs26b2a, k1hs26p2a} [P CAWI C6.2.2] 4: Very well

5: Extremely well

HEALTH_Q17
a. How often do you feel rushed or pressed for time? 1: Always
{i1hs26a3, i1hs26b3, i1hs26p3, k1hs26a3, k1hs26b3, 2: Often
k1hs26p3} [P CAWI C6.3.1] 3: Sometimes

4: Rarely
5: Never

b. Overall, during the coronavirus restriction period, 1: Always
how often did you feel rushed or pressed for time? 2: Often
{i1hs26a3a, i1hs26b3a, i1hs26p3a, k1hs26a3a, 3: Sometimes
k1hs26b3a, k1hs26p3a} [P CAWI C6.3.2] 4: Rarely

5: Never

HEALTH_Q18
The following questions are about your feelings in the past 4 weeks. For each question, please select the response
that best describes how often you had this feeling.  

In the past 4 weeks, how often did you feel...
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a. tired out for no good reason? 1: All of the time
{i1hs24a7, i1hs24b7, i1hs24p7, k1hs24a7, k1hs24b7, 2: Most of the time
k1hs24p7} [P CAWI C7.1.1] 3: Some of the time

4: A little of the time
5: None of the time

b. nervous? 1: All of the time
{i1hs24a1, i1hs24b1, i1hs24p1, k1hs24a1, k1hs24b1, 2: Most of the time
k1hs24p1} [P CAWI C7.1.2] 3: Some of the time

4: A little of the time
5: None of the time

c. so nervous that nothing could calm you down? 1: All of the time
{i1hs24a8, i1hs24b8, i1hs24p8, k1hs24a8, k1hs24b8, 2: Most of the time
k1hs24p8} [P CAWI C7.1.3] 3: Some of the time

4: A little of the time
5: None of the time

d. hopeless? 1: All of the time
{i1hs24a2, i1hs24b2, i1hs24p2, k1hs24a2, k1hs24b2, 2: Most of the time
k1hs24p2} [P CAWI C7.1.4] 3: Some of the time

4: A little of the time
5: None of the time

e. restless or fidgety? 1: All of the time
{i1hs24a3, i1hs24b3, i1hs24p3, k1hs24a3, k1hs24b3, 2: Most of the time
k1hs24p3} [P CAWI C7.1.5] 3: Some of the time

4: A little of the time
5: None of the time

f. so restless that you could not sit still? 1: All of the time
{i1hs24a9, i1hs24b9, i1hs24p9, k1hs24a9, k1hs24b9, 2: Most of the time
k1hs24p9} [P CAWI C7.1.6] 3: Some of the time

4: A little of the time
5: None of the time

g. depressed? 1: All of the time
{i1hs24a10, i1hs24b10, i1hs24p10, k1hs24a10, 2: Most of the time
k1hs24b10, k1hs24p10} [P CAWI C7.1.7] 3: Some of the time

4: A little of the time
5: None of the time

h. that everything was an effort? 1: All of the time
{i1hs24a4, i1hs24b4, i1hs24p4, k1hs24a4, k1hs24b4, 2: Most of the time
k1hs24p4} [P CAWI C7.1.8] 3: Some of the time

4: A little of the time
5: None of the time

i. so sad that nothing could cheer you up? 1: All of the time
{i1hs24a5, i1hs24b5, i1hs24p5, k1hs24a5, k1hs24b5, 2: Most of the time
k1hs24p5} [P CAWI C7.1.9] 3: Some of the time

4: A little of the time
5: None of the time

j. worthless? 1: All of the time
{i1hs24a6, i1hs24b6, i1hs24p6, k1hs24a6, k1hs24b6, 2: Most of the time
k1hs24p6} [P CAWI C7.1.10] 3: Some of the time

4: A little of the time
5: None of the time
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WORK_Q01
The next questions are about your current paid work.

Of the following categories, which best describes your 1: Full-time employee
current employment status? 2: Part-time employee
If you have more than one job or business, please 3: Self-employed ---> WORK_Q03
think about the one in which you usually work the most 4: Employed-unpaid worked in a family business
hours. ---> WORK_Q03
If you are currently an employee receiving income 5: Unemployed - seeking employment ---> WORK_Q05
subsidised by JobKeeper, please think about your 6: Not employed - not seeking employment --->
employment status before receiving JobKeeper. WORK_Q05
{i1pw30a1a, i1pw30b1a, i1pw30p1a, k1pw30a1a,
k1pw30b1a, k1pw30p1a} [P CAWI D1.1]

WORK_Q02
< Population: All employees > 1: In a permanent ongoing position

2: On a fixed term contract
Are you employed... 3: On a casual basis
If you have more than one job or business, please 4: On some other basis
think about the one in which you usually work the most
hours.
{i1pw06a, i1pw06b, i1pw06p, k1pw06a, k1pw06b, k1pw06p}
[P CAWI D1.2]

WORK_Q03
< Population: All in work > 1: Very insecure

2: Not very secure
How secure do you feel in your present job/business? 3: Secure
{i1pw21a, i1pw21b, i1pw21p, k1pw21a, k1pw21b, k1pw21p} 4: Very secure
[P CAWI D1.3]

WORK_Q04
< Population: All in work >

__________________________________

The next question is about all jobs you usually work
in. 
How many hours do you usually work each week (in all
jobs)? 
{i1pw09a, i1pw09b, i1pw09p, k1pw09a, k1pw09b, k1pw09p}
 [P CAWI D2.1]

WORK_Q05
The next questions are about changes to your paid work that may have happened during the coronavirus restriction
period.

Of the following categories, which best describes your employment status during the coronavirus restriction period? 
If you have more than one job or business in that period, please think about the one in which you worked the most
hours.

Full-time employee 0: No
{i1pw48a1a, i1pw48b1a, i1pw48p1a, k1pw48a1a, 1: Yes
k1pw48b1a, k1pw48p1a } [P CAWI D3.1.1]
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Part-time employee 0: No
{i1pw48a1b, i1pw48b1b, i1pw48p1b, k1pw48a1b, 1: Yes
k1pw48b1b, k1pw48p1b } [P CAWI D3.1.2]

Self-employed  0: No
{i1pw48a1c, i1pw48b1c, i1pw48p1c, k1pw48a1c, 1: Yes
k1pw48b1c, k1pw48p1c } [P CAWI D3.1.3]

Employed-unpaid worked in a family business 0: No
{i1pw48a1d, i1pw48b1d, i1pw48p1d, k1pw48a1d, 1: Yes
k1pw48b1d, k1pw48p1d } [P CAWI D3.1.4]

Unemployed - seeking employment 0: No
{i1pw48a1e, i1pw48b1e, i1pw48p1e, k1pw48a1e, 1: Yes ---> WORK_Q15a
k1pw48b1e, k1pw48p1e } [P CAWI D3.1.5]

Not employed - not seeking employment 0: No
{i1pw48a1f, i1pw48b1f, i1pw48p1f, k1pw48a1f, 1: Yes ---> WORK_Q15a
k1pw48b1f, k1pw48p1f } [P CAWI D3.1.6]

WORK_Q07
< Population: Employed during coronavirus restriction 1: Never
period > 2: Rarely

3: Sometimes
How often did you work from home prior to the 4: Often
coronavirus restriction period? 5: Always
{i1pw49a1, i1pw49b1, i1pw49p1, k1pw49a1, k1pw49b1,
k1pw49p1}  [P CAWI D3.2]

WORK_Q08
< Population: Employed during coronavirus restriction 1: Never
period > 2: Rarely

3: Sometimes
How often did you work from home during to the 4: Often
coronavirus restriction period? 5: Always
{i1pw49a2, i1pw49b2, i1pw49p2, k1pw49a2, k1pw49b2,
k1pw49p2}  [P CAWI D3.3]

WORK_Q09
< Population: Worked form home during coronavirus 1: Much better
restriction period > 2: A little better

3: About the same
Compared with your normal working situation, would you 4: A little worse
say your ability to do your job while working from 5: Much worse
home was... -1: Not applicable - I normally work from home
{i1pw49a3, i1pw49b3, i1pw49p3, k1pw49a3, k1pw49b3, most or all of the time
k1pw49p3} [P CAWI D3.4]
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WORK_Q10
< Population: Employed during coronavirus restriction 1: Yes
period > 2: No

During the coronavirus restriction period, were you
classified as an essential worker? 

As essential worker is someone whose job is considered
essential to the functioning of society. In Australia,
healthcare workers, emergency service workers, food
service workers, utility workers, transportation and
logistics workers, public workers, education and
childcare workers and media workers were classified as
essential during the coronavirus restrictions.

{i1pw49a4, i1pw49b4, i1pw49p4, k1pw49a4, k1pw49b4,
k1pw49p4 } [P CAWI D4.1]

WORK_Q11
< Population: Did not work from home all the time during coronavirus restriction period >

What are the reasons you did not work from home during the coronavirus restriction period?

My job could not be done at home (e.g. truck 0: No
driver/deliveries, builder, security, medial 1: Yes
professional) 
{i1pw48a2a, i1pw48b2a, i1pw48p2a, k1pw48a2a,
k1pw48b2a, k1pw48p2a} [P CAWI D5.1.1]

It was not offered by my employer 0: No
{i1pw48a2b, i1pw48b2b, i1pw48p2b, k1pw48a2b, 1: Yes
k1pw48b2b, k1pw48p2b} [P CAWI D5.1.2]

I did not have access to internet at home 0: No
{i1pw48a2c, i1pw48b2c, i1pw48p2c, k1pw48a2c, 1: Yes
k1pw48b2c, k1pw48p2c} [P CAWI D5.1.3]

I did not have access to proper equipment to work at 0: No
home 1: Yes
{i1pw48a2d, i1pw48b2d, i1pw48p2d, k1pw48a2d,
k1pw48b2d, k1pw48p2d} [P CAWI D5.1.4]

My home situation was not suitable for working at home 0: No
1: Yes

{i1pw48a2e, i1pw48b2e, i1pw48p2e, k1pw48a2e,
k1pw48b2e, k1pw48p2e} [P CAWI D5.1.5]

Personal choice 0: No
{i1pw48a2f, i1pw48b2f, i1pw48p2f, k1pw48a2f, 1: Yes
k1pw48b2f, k1pw48p2f} [P CAWI D5.1.6]

Other reason(s) 0: No
{i1pw48a2g, i1pw48b2g, i1pw48p2g, k1pw48a2g, 1: Yes
k1pw48b2g, k1pw48p2g} [P CAWI D5.1.7]
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WORK_Q12
< Population: Did not work from home all the time 1: Very safe
during coronavirus restriction period, not from choice 2: Somewhat safe
> 3: Neither safe nor unsafe

4: Somewhat unsafe
How safe did you feel at your place(s) of work during 5: Very unsafe
the coronavirus restriction period? 

Please think about the period when restrictions were
first at their peak. For most people, this would have
been between March and May 2020. 
If you had more than one job or business in that
period, please think about the one in which you worked
the most hours. Include time travelling to and from
your place(s) of work.

{i1pw48a3a, i1pw48b3a, i1pw48p3a, k1pw48a3a,
k1pw48b3a, k1pw48p3a} [P CAWI D6.1]

WORK_Q13
< Population: Did not work from home all the time 1: Very safe
during coronavirus restriction period, not from choice 2: Somewhat safe
, currently employed > 3: Neither safe nor unsafe

4: Somewhat unsafe
How safe do you feel at your place(s) of work now? 5: Very unsafe

If you had more than one job or business in that
period, please think about the one in which you worked
the most hours. Include time travelling to and from
your place(s) of work.

{i1pw48a3b, i1pw48b3b, i1pw48p3b, k1pw48a3b,
k1pw48b3b, k1pw48p3b}  [P CAWI D6.2]

WORK_Q14
< Population: Employee in coronavirus restriction period >

Did any of the following happen as a result of the coronavirus restrictions?

a. I was temporarily stood down 1: Yes
{i1pw50a1a, i1pw50b1a, i1pw50p1a, k1pw50a1a, 2: No
k1pw50b1a, k1pw50p1a} [P CAWI D7.1.1]

b. My hours of work were reduced 1: Yes
{i1pw50a1b, i1pw50b1b, i1pw50p1b, k1pw50a1b, 2: No
k1pw50b1b, k1pw50p1b} [P CAWI D7.1.2]

c. My hours of work were increased 1: Yes
{i1pw50a1c, i1pw50b1c, i1pw50p1c, k1pw50a1c, 2: No
k1pw50b1c, k1pw50p1c} [P CAWI D7.1.3]

d. My patterns of work changed 1: Yes
{i1pw50a1d, i1pw50b1d, i1pw50p1d, k1pw50a1d, 2: No
k1pw50b1d, k1pw50p1d} [P CAWI D7.1.4]
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e. My employer stayed the same but the type of work I 1: Yes
did changed (e.g. home delivery rather than table 2: No
service for a restaurant)  
{i1pw50a1e, i1pw50b1e, i1pw50p1e, k1pw50a1e,
k1pw50b1e, k1pw50p1e} [P CAWI D7.1.5]

f. My rate of pay was reduced 1: Yes
{i1pw50a1f, i1pw50b1f, i1pw50p1f, k1pw50a1f, 2: No
k1pw50b1f, k1pw50p1f} [P CAWI D7.1.6]

g. My rate of pay was increased 1: Yes
{i1pw50a1g, i1pw50b1g, i1pw50p1g, k1pw50a1g, 2: No
k1pw50b1g, k1pw50p1g} [P CAWI D7.1.7]

h. I did not receive a bonus or pay rise that I was 1: Yes
anticipating 2: No
{i1pw50a1h, i1pw50b1h, i1pw50p1h, k1pw50a1h,
k1pw50b1h, k1pw50p1h} [P CAWI D7.1.8]

i. My employer's business ceased operating permanently 1: Yes
2: No

{i1pw50a1i, i1pw50b1i, i1pw50p1i, k1pw50a1i,
k1pw50b1i, k1pw50p1i} [P CAWI D7.1.9]

j. My employer's business ceased operating temporarily 1: Yes
2: No

{i1pw50a1j, i1pw50b1j, i1pw50p1j, k1pw50a1j,
k1pw50b1j, k1pw50p1j} [P CAWI D7.1.10]

k. I lost my job, but my employer's business did not 1: Yes
cease operating 2: No
{i1pw50a1k, i1pw50b1k, i1pw50p1k, k1pw50a1k,
k1pw50b1k, k1pw50p1k} [P CAWI D7.1.11]

l. I was required to take paid leave 1: Yes
{i1pw50a1l, i1pw50b1l, i1pw50p1l, k1pw50a1l, 2: No
k1pw50b1l, k1pw50p1l} [P CAWI D7.1.12]

m. I was required to take unpaid leave 1: Yes
{i1pw50a1m, i1pw50b1m, i1pw50p1m, k1pw50a1m, 2: No
k1pw50b1m, k1pw50p1m} [P CAWI D7.1.13]

n. My employment was not affected by the coronavirus 1: Yes
restrictions 2: No
{i1pw50a1n, i1pw50b1n, i1pw50p1n, k1pw50a1n,
k1pw50b1n, k1pw50p1n} [P CAWI D7.1.14]

WORK_Q15
< Population: Employed during coronavirus restriction period >

Did any of the following happen as a result of the coronavirus restrictions?

a. My business hours were reduced 1: Yes
{i1pw50a2a, i1pw50b2a, i1pw50p2a, k1pw50a2a, 2: No
k1pw50b2a, k1pw50p2a} [P CAWI D7.2.1]
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b. My business hours were increased 1: Yes
{i1pw50a2b, i1pw50b2b, i1pw50p2b, k1pw50a2b, 2: No
k1pw50b2b, k1pw50p2b} [P CAWI D7.2.2]

c. My patterns of work changed 1: Yes
{i1pw50a2c, i1pw50b2c, i1pw50p2c, k1pw50a2c, 2: No
k1pw50b2c, k1pw50p2c} [P CAWI D7.2.3]

d. The type of work my business conducted changed 1: Yes
(e.g. home delivery rather than table service in a 2: No
restaurant) 
{i1pw50a2d, i1pw50b2d, i1pw50p2d, k1pw50a2d,
k1pw50b2d, k1pw50p2d} [P CAWI D7.2.4]

e. I earned less money 1: Yes
{i1pw50a2e, i1pw50b2e, i1pw50p2e, k1pw50a2e, 2: No
k1pw50b2e, k1pw50p2e} [P CAWI D7.2.5]

f. I earned more money 1: Yes
{i1pw50a2f, i1pw50b2f, i1pw50p2f, k1pw50a2f, 2: No
k1pw50b2f, k1pw50p2f} [P CAWI D7.2.6]

g. I needed to reduce staff 1: Yes
{i1pw50a2g, i1pw50b2g, i1pw50p2g, k1pw50a2g, 2: No
k1pw50b2g, k1pw50p2g} [P CAWI D7.2.7]

h. My business ceased operating permanently 1: Yes
{i1pw50a2h, i1pw50b2h, i1pw50p2h, k1pw50a2h, 2: No
k1pw50b2h, k1pw50p2h} [P CAWI D7.2.8]

i. My business ceased operating temporarily 1: Yes
{i1pw50a2i, i1pw50b2i, i1pw50p2i, k1pw50a2i, 2: No
k1pw50b2i, k1pw50p2i} [P CAWI D7.2.9]

j. My business was not affected by the coronavirus 1: Yes
restrictions 2: No
{i1pw50a2j, i1pw50b2j, i1pw50p2j, k1pw50a2j,
k1pw50b2j, k1pw50p2j} [P CAWI D7.2.10]

WORK_15a
< Population: Not in paid work >

What are the reasons you are not currently in paid work?

Physical health problem 0: No
{i1pw25a19, i1pw25b19, i1pw25p19, k1pw25a19, 1: Yes
k1pw25b19, k1pw25p19} [P CAWI D8.1.1]

Mental health problem 0: No
{i1pw25a20, i1pw25b20, i1pw25p20, k1pw25a20, 1: Yes
k1pw25b20, k1pw25p20} [P CAWI D8.1.2]

Not interested in working / no reason 0: No
{i1pw25a21, i1pw25b21, i1pw25p21, k1pw25a21, 1: Yes
k1pw25b21, k1pw25p21} [P CAWI D8.1.3]
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Problems with others / being bullied 0: No
{i1pw25a22, i1pw25b22, i1pw25p22, k1pw25a22, 1: Yes
k1pw25b22, k1pw25p22} [P CAWI D8.1.4]

Because of discrimination (e.g. age, sex, ethnic 0: No
background) 1: Yes
{i1pw25a23, i1pw25b23, i1pw25p23, k1pw25a23,
k1pw25b23, k1pw25p23} [P CAWI D8.1.5]

Do not need the money 0: No
{i1pw25a24, i1pw25b24, i1pw25p24, k1pw25a24, 1: Yes
k1pw25b24, k1pw25p24} [P CAWI D8.1.6]

Would lose government benefits if worked 0: No
{i1pw25a25, i1pw25b25, i1pw25p25, k1pw25a25, 1: Yes
k1pw25b25, k1pw25p25} [P CAWI D8.1.7]

Pregnancy / caring for own children 0: No
{i1pw25a26, i1pw25b26, i1pw25p26, k1pw25a26, 1: Yes
k1pw25b26, k1pw25p26} [P CAWI D8.1.8]

Child care unavailable / too expensive 0: No
{i1pw25a34, i1pw25b34, i1pw25p34, k1pw25a34, 1: Yes
k1pw25b34, k1pw25p34} [P CAWI D8.1.9]

Other caring responsibilities (caring for ill / 0: No
disabled / elderly person) 1: Yes
{i1pw25a17a, i1pw25b17a, i1pw25p17a, k1pw25a17a,
k1pw25b17a, k1pw25p17a} [P CAWI D8.1.10]

Problems with access or transport 0: No
{i1pw25a27, i1pw25b27, i1pw25p27, k1pw25a27, 1: Yes
k1pw25b27, k1pw25p27} [P CAWI D8.1.11]

Study commitments 0: No
{i1pw25a28, i1pw25b28, i1pw25p28, k1pw25a28, 1: Yes
k1pw25b28, k1pw25p28} [P CAWI D8.1.12]

Sporting commitments 0: No
{i1pw25a32, i1pw25b32, i1pw25p32, k1pw25a32, 1: Yes
k1pw25b32, k1pw25p32} [P CAWI D8.1.13]

No jobs available 0: No
{i1pw25a6, i1pw25b6, i1pw25p6, k1pw25a6, k1pw25b6, 1: Yes
k1pw25p6} [P CAWI D8.1.14]

Can't find a job that that suits me 0: No
{i1pw25a29, i1pw25b29, i1pw25p29, k1pw25a29, 1: Yes
k1pw25b29, k1pw25p29} [P CAWI D8.1.15]

Can't find a job at all 0: No
{i1pw25a30, i1pw25b30, i1pw25p30, k1pw25a30, 1: Yes
k1pw25b30, k1pw25p30} [P CAWI D8.1.16]
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Don't have required qualification or training / work 0: No
experiences 1: Yes
{i1pw25a31, i1pw25b31, i1pw25p31, k1pw25a31,
k1pw25b31, k1pw25p31} [P CAWI D8.1.17]

Don't have good interview skills / lack of skills in 0: No
writing job applications 1: Yes
{i1pw25a35, i1pw25b35, i1pw25p35, k1pw25a35,
k1pw25b35, k1pw25p35} [P CAWI D8.1.18]

Lack of confidence 0: No
{i1pw25a36, i1pw25b36, i1pw25p36, k1pw25a36, 1: Yes
k1pw25b36, k1pw25p36} [P CAWI D8.1.19]

Coronavirus restrictions made it too difficult for me 0: No
to work 1: Yes
{i1pw25a37, i1pw25b37, i1pw25p37, k1pw25a37,
k1pw25b37, k1pw25p37} [P CAWI D8.1.20]

Coronavirus restrictions meant my job no longer 0: No
existed 1: Yes
{i1pw25a38, i1pw25b38, i1pw25p38, k1pw25a38,
k1pw25b38, k1pw25p38} [P CAWI D8.1.21]

Other reason 0: No
{i1pw25a12, i1pw25b12, i1pw25p12, k1pw25a12, 1: Yes
k1pw25b12, k1pw25p12} [P CAWI D8.1.22]

WORK_Q16
< Population: Lives with others > 1: Yes

2: No  ---> WORK_Q20
During the coronavirus restriction period, did anyone
in your household undertake learning from home that
they would ordinarily undertake at their preschool,
school, TAFE or university? 

Include preschool student staying at home instead of
attending preschool. 
Include completing online learning and/or written
material instead of attending classes.

{i1pw51a1, i1pw51b1, i1pw51p1, k1pw51a1, k1pw51b1,
k1pw51p1} [P CAWI D8.2]

WORK_Q17
< Population: Lives with others, had household members learning from home >

What are the ages of the people in your household who were undertaking learning from home that they would
ordinarily undertake at their preschool, school, TAFE or university during the coronavirus restriction period?
Include preschool students staying at home instead of attending preschool.

Under 5 years 0: No
{i1pw51a2, i1pw51b2, i1pw51p2, k1pw51a2, k1pw51b2, 1: Yes
k1pw51p2} [P CAWI D8.3.1]
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5-9 years 0: No
{i1pw51a3, i1pw51b3, i1pw51p3, k1pw51a3, k1pw51b3, 1: Yes
k1pw51p3} [P CAWI D8.3.2]

10-17 years 0: No
{i1pw51a4, i1pw51b4, i1pw51p4, k1pw51a4, k1pw51b4, 1: Yes
k1pw51p4} [P CAWI D8.3.3]

18 years and over 0: No
{i1pw51a5, i1pw51b5, i1pw51p5, k1pw51a5, k1pw51b5, 1: Yes ---> WORK_Q20
k1pw51p5} [P CAWI D8.3.4]

WORK_Q18
< Population: Lives with others, had household members learning from home >

As a result of children staying at home during the coronavirus restriction period, did you have to...

a. use paid leave entitlements? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a1a, i1pw52b1a, i1pw52p1a, k1pw52a1a, 2: No
k1pw52b1a, k1pw52p1a} [P CAWI D8.4.1]

b. go on unpaid leave? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a1b, i1pw52b1b, i1pw52p1b, k1pw52a1b, 2: No
k1pw52b1b, k1pw52p1b} [P CAWI D8.4.2]

c. reduce the number of hours you worked? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a1c, i1pw52b1c, i1pw52p1c, k1pw52a1c, 2: No
k1pw52b1c, k1pw52p1c} [P CAWI D8.4.3]

d. change your usual work pattern (e.g. working around 1: Yes
the times you needed to case for children)? 2: No
{i1pw52a1d, i1pw52b1d, i1pw52p1d, k1pw52a1d,
k1pw52b1d, k1pw52p1d} [P CAWI D8.4.4]

e. work from home more frequently? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a1e, i1pw52b1e, i1pw52p1e, k1pw52a1e, 2: No
k1pw52b1e, k1pw52p1e} [P CAWI D8.4.5]

f. quit your job? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a1f, i1pw52b1f, i1pw52p1f, k1pw52a1f, 2: No
k1pw52b1f, k1pw52p1f} [P CAWI D8.4.6]

WORK_Q19
< Population: Lives with others, had household members aged under 18 learning from home >

As a result of children staying at home during the coronavirus restriction period, did you have to...

a. use paid leave entitlements? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a2a, i1pw52b2a, i1pw52p2a, k1pw52a2a, 2: No
k1pw52b2a, k1pw52p2a} [P CAWI D9.1.1]

b. go on unpaid leave? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a2b, i1pw52b2b, i1pw52p2b, k1pw52a2b, 2: No
k1pw52b2b, k1pw52p2b} [P CAWI D9.1.2]
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c. reduce the number of hours you worked? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a2c, i1pw52b2c, i1pw52p2c, k1pw52a2c, 2: No
k1pw52b2c, k1pw52p2c} [P CAWI D9.1.3]

d. change your usual work pattern (e.g. working around 1: Yes
the times you needed to case for children)? 2: No
{i1pw52a2d, i1pw52b2d, i1pw52p2d, k1pw52a2d,
k1pw52b2d, k1pw52p2d} [P CAWI D9.1.4]

e. take on extra staff so that you could work less? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a2e, i1pw52b2e, i1pw52p2e, k1pw52a2e, 2: No
k1pw52b2e, k1pw52p2e} [P CAWI D9.1.5]

f. conduct your business from home more frequently? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a2f, i1pw52b2f, i1pw52p2f, k1pw52a2f, 2: No
k1pw52b2f, k1pw52p2f} [P CAWI D9.1.6]

g. cease operating your business(es) temporarily? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a2g, i1pw52b2g, i1pw52p2g, k1pw52a2g, 2: No
k1pw52b2g, k1pw52p2g} [P CAWI D9.1.7]

h. cease operating your business(es) permanently? 1: Yes
{i1pw52a2h, i1pw52b2h, i1pw52p2h, k1pw52a2h, 2: No
k1pw52b2h, k1pw52p2h} [P CAWI D9.1.8]

WORK_Q20
< Population: Lives with others > 1: Yes

2: No
During the coronavirus restriction period, was anyone
in your household undertaking any paid work from your
home? 
{i1pw48a4, i1pw48b4, i1pw48p4, k1pw48a4, k1pw48b4,
k1pw48p4 } [P CAWI D10.1]

WORK_Q21
During the coronavirus restriction period, how often did you have the following?

a. Reliable internet access for all my needs (e.g. 1: Never
work, education and leisure) 2: Rarely
{i1pw53a1, i1pw53b1, i1pw53p1, k1pw53a1, k1pw53b1, 3: Sometimes
k1pw53p1} [P CAWI D11.1.1] 4: Often

5: Always

b. Sufficient electronic devices for all my needs 1: Never
(e.g. computers, iPad) 2: Rarely
{i1pw53a2, i1pw53b2, i1pw53p2, k1pw53a2, k1pw53b2, 3: Sometimes
k1pw53p2} [P CAWI D11.1.2] 4: Often

5: Always

c. Sufficient space for my work, education and leisure 1: Never
{i1pw53a3, i1pw53b3, i1pw53p3, k1pw53a3, k1pw53b3, 2: Rarely
k1pw53p3} [P CAWI D11.1.3] 3: Sometimes

4: Often
5: Always
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CARE_Q01
The next questions are about the help you provide to people who have a long-term health condition, disability or are
elderly. This may be someone in your family or someone else. 

Examples of this might be helping the person to wash or dress, cooking for them and helping them to move around
or to communicate with others.

CARE_Q01a
Do you help someone living elsewhere who is elderly 1: Yes I help one person
or has a long-term health condition or disability, 2: Yes I help more than one person
with everyday types of activities? 3: No ---> INCOME_Q01

We are interested in help you have given or are likely
to give for at least 6 months. Do not include if the
help given is part of a paid job, unpaid volunteer
work or community service.

{i1sc19a3, i1sc19b3, i1sc19p3, k1sc19a3, k1sc19b3,
k1sc19p3,} [P CAWI E1]

CARE_Q02
< Population: Cared for someone living elsewhere > 1: Less than 2 hours

2: 2 to less than 5 hours
On average, how many hours do you spend each week 3: 5 to less than 10 hours
providing care? 4: 10 to less than 15 hours
If you care for more than one person, think about the 5: 15 to less than 20 hours
total hours for all people you care for. 6: 20 to less than 40 hours
{i1sc19a6b, i1sc19b6b, i1sc19p6b, k1sc19a6b, 7: 40 hours or more
k1sc19b6b, k1sc19p6b } [P CAWI E2]

CARE_Q03
< Population: Cared for someone living elsewhere > 1: Less than 2 hours

2: 2 to less than 5 hours
On average, how many hours did you spend each week 3: 5 to less than 10 hours
providing care, during the coronavirus restriction 4: 10 to less than 15 hours
period? 5: 15 to less than 20 hours
If you cared for more than one person, think about the 6: 20 to less than 40 hours
total hours for all people you cared for. 7: 40 hours or more
{i1sc19a6b1, i1sc19b6b1, i1sc19p6b1, k1sc19a6b1,
k1sc19b6b1, k1sc19p6b1 } [P CAWI E3]

INCOME_Q01
The next questions are about your income.
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INCOME_Q02
Do you receive income from any of these sources? 1: Yes
{i1fn02a, i1fn02b, i1fn02p, k1fn02a, k1fn02b, k1fn02p} 2: No  ---> INCOME_Q04
[P CAWI F1]

Wages or salary 0: No
{i1fn02a1, i1fn02b1, i1fn02p1, k1fn02a1, k1fn02b1, 1: Yes ---> INCOME_Q03
k1fn02p1} [P CAWI F1.1]

Profit or loss from own unincorporated business or 0: No
share in partnership 1: Yes ---> INCOME_Q03
{i1fn02a2, i1fn02b2, i1fn02p2, k1fn02a2, k1fn02b2,
k1fn02p2} [P CAWI F1.2]

Any government pension, benefit or allowance 0: No
{i1fn02a5, i1fn02b5, i1fn02p5, k1fn02a5, k1fn02b5, 1: Yes ---> INCOME_Q03
k1fn02p5} [P CAWI F1.3]

Any other regular source 0: No
{i1fn02a9, i1fn02b9, i1fn02p9, k1fn02a9, k1fn02b9, 1: Yes ---> INCOME_Q03
k1fn02p9} [P CAWI F1.4]

INCOME_Q03
< Population: Receives income > 1: $3,000 or more per week ($156,000 or more per

year)
Before income tax, salary sacrifice or anything else 2: $2,000 - $2,999 per week ($104,000 - $155,999
is taken out, which of the following ranges best per year)
estimates the amount you receive from income in total? 3: $1,750 - $1,999 per week ($91,000 - $103,999

per year)
{i1fn13a2b, i1fn13b2b, i1fn13p2b, k1fn13a2b, 4: $1,500 - $1,749 per week ($78,000 - $90,999 per
k1fn13b2b, k1fn13p2b} [P CAWI F2.1] year)

5: $1,250 - $1,499 per week ($65,000 - $77,999 per
year)
6: $1,000 - $1,249 per week ($52,000 - $64,999 per
year)
7: $800 - $999 per week ($41,600 - $51,999 per
year)
8: $650 - $799 per week ($33,800 - $41,599 per
year)
9:  $500 - $649 per week ($26,000 - $33,799 per
year)
10: $400 - $499 per week ($20,800 - $25,999 per
year)
11: $300 - $399 per week ($15,600 - $20,799 per
year)
12:  $150 - $299 per week ($7,800 - $15,599 per
year)
13: $1 - $149 per week ($1 - $7,799 per year)
14: Nil income
15: Negative income
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INCOME_Q04
Since March 2020, have you received the coronavirus 1: Yes
supplement? 2: No

The coronavirus supplement is a temporary payment that
was added to eligible income support payments. The
payment began in late April and was extended past
September (at a reduced amount).

{i1fn21a1, i1fn21b1, i1fn21p1, k1fn21a1, k1fn21b1,
k1fn21p1} [P CAWI F3.1]

INCOME_Q05
< Population: Was in work on March 1st 2020 > 1: Yes

2: No
Has your income been subsidised through the JobKeeper
payment? 
{i1fn21a2, i1fn21b2, i1fn21p2, k1fn21a2, k1fn21b2,
k1fn21p2}  [P CAWI F4.1]

INCOME_Q06
Have you done any of the following due to financial impacts of the coronavirus?

a. Cut back on spending on essential items. 1: Yes
{i1fn17a12, i1fn17b12, i1fn17p12, k1fn17a12, 2: No
k1fn17b12, k1fn17p12} [P CAWI F5.1]

b. Cut back on spending on non-essential items. 1: Yes
{i1fn17a13, i1fn17b13, i1fn17p13, k1fn17a13, 2: No
k1fn17b13, k1fn17p13} [P CAWI F5.2]

c. Accessed funds from sources not normally used for 1: Yes
everyday expenses (e.g. used money saved for other 2: No
purposes, applied for early access to superannuation).

{i1fn17a14, i1fn17b14, i1fn17p14, k1fn17a14,
k1fn17b14, k1fn17p14} [P CAWI F5.3]

d. Asked for financial help from friends, family or 1: Yes
welfare organisations. 2: No
{i1fn17a15, i1fn17b15, i1fn17p15, k1fn17a15,
k1fn17b15, k1fn17p15} [P CAWI F5.4]

e. Increased or extended debt or line of credit (e.g. 1: Yes
applied for a new loan or credit card, applied for an 2: No
extension on an existing loan, increased credit card
limit). 
{i1fn17a16, i1fn17b16, i1fn17p16, k1fn17a16,
k1fn17b16, k1fn17p16} [P CAWI F5.5]
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INCOME_Q07
Given your current needs and financial 1: Prosperous
responsibilities, how would you say you and your 2: Very comfortable
family are getting on? 3: Reasonably comfortable
{i1fn06a, i1fn06b, i1fn06p, k1fn06a, k1fn06b, k1fn06p} 4: Just getting along
[P CAWI F6] 5: Poor

6: Very poor

INCOME_Q08
Compared to 12 months ago, would you say your 1: Much worse now
financial situation is...  2:  A little worse now
{i1fn06a2, i1fn06b2, i1fn06p2, k1fn06a2, k1fn06b2, 3: About the same now
k1fn06p2}  [P CAWI F7] 4: A little better now

5: Much better now

LIFEEVENTS_Q01
The next questions are about your housing.

LIFEEVENTS_Q02
In the last two years, have you experienced any of 1: Yes
these things because you did not have a permanent 2: No
place to live? 
A permanent place to live is a usual address.
{i1ho11a1, i1ho11b1, i1ho11p1, k1ho11a1, k1ho11b1,
k1ho11p1} [P CAWI G1.1]

No, always had a permanent place to live 0: No
{i1ho11a1a, i1ho11b1a, i1ho11p1a, k1ho11a1a, 1: Yes ---> LIFEEVENTS_Q06
k1ho11b1a, k1ho11p1a} [P CAWI G1.1.1]

Stayed with relatives 0: No
{i1ho11a1b, i1ho11b1b, i1ho11p1b, k1ho11a1b, 1: Yes
k1ho11b1b, k1ho11p1b} [P CAWI G1.1.2]

Stayed at a friend's house 0: No
{i1ho11a1c, i1ho11b1c, i1ho11p1c, k1ho11a1c, 1: Yes
k1ho11b1c, k1ho11p1c} [P CAWI G1.1.3]

Stayed in a caravan 0: No
{i1ho11a1d, i1ho11b1d, i1ho11p1d, k1ho11a1d, 1: Yes
k1ho11b1d, k1ho11p1d} [P CAWI G1.1.4]

Stayed at a boarding house / hostel 0: No
{i1ho11a1e, i1ho11b1e, i1ho11p1e, k1ho11a1e, 1: Yes
k1ho11b1e, k1ho11p1e} [P CAWI G1.1.5]

Stayed in a refuge / shelter (e.g. night shelter, 0: No
shelter for homeless, women's shelter) 1: Yes
{i1ho11a1f, i1ho11b1f, i1ho11p1f, k1ho11a1f,
k1ho11b1f, k1ho11p1f} [P CAWI G1.1.6]
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Slept rough (including squatted in an abandoned 0: No
building, sleeping in cars, tents) 1: Yes
{i1ho11a1g, i1ho11b1g, i1ho11p1g, k1ho11a1g,
k1ho11b1g, k1ho11p1g} [P CAWI G1.1.7]

Other experience 0: No
{i1ho11a1h, i1ho11b1h, i1ho11p1h, k1ho11a1h, 1: Yes
k1ho11b1h, k1ho11p1h} [P CAWI G1.1.8]

LIFEEVENTS_Q03
< Population: Without permanent place to live within 1: Yes
last two years > 2: No ---> LIFEEVENTS_Q06

Are you currently without a permanent place to live? 
A permanent place to live is a usual address.
{i1ho11a2, i1ho11b2, i1ho11p2, k1ho11a2, k1ho11b2,
k1ho11p2}  [P CAWI G1.2]

LIFEEVENTS_Q04
< Population: Currently without permanent place to 1: Yes
live > 2: No

What led to you being without a permanent place to
live? A permanent place to live is a usual address.
{i1ho11a3, i1ho11b3, i1ho11p3, k1ho11a3, k1ho11b3,
k1ho11p3} [P CAWI G1.3]

Travelling / on holiday 0: No
{i1ho11a3a, i1ho11b3a, i1ho11p3a, k1ho11a3a, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3a, k1ho11p3a} [P CAWI G1.3.1]

Work-related reason 0: No
{i1ho11a3b, i1ho11b3b, i1ho11p3b, k1ho11a3b, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3b, k1ho11p3b} [P CAWI G1.3.2]

House-sitting  0: No
{i1ho11a3c, i1ho11b3c, i1ho11p3c, k1ho11a3c, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3c, k1ho11p3c} [P CAWI G1.3.3]

Just moved back into town or city  0: No
{i1ho11a3e, i1ho11b3e, i1ho11p3e, k1ho11a3e, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3e, k1ho11p3e} [P CAWI G1.3.5]

Building or renovating home  0: No
{i1ho11a3f, i1ho11b3f, i1ho11p3f, k1ho11a3f, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3f, k1ho11p3f} [P CAWI G1.3.6]

Tight housing / rental market  0: No
{i1ho11a3g, i1ho11b3g, i1ho11p3g, k1ho11a3g, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3g, k1ho11p3g} [P CAWI G1.3.7]

Violence / abuse / neglect  0: No
{i1ho11a3h, i1ho11b3h, i1ho11p3h, k1ho11a3h, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3h, k1ho11p3h} [P CAWI G1.3.8]
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Alcohol or drug use  0: No
{i1ho11a3i, i1ho11b3i, i1ho11p3i, k1ho11a3i, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3i, k1ho11p3i} [P CAWI G1.3.9]

Family / friend / relationship problems (e.g. 0: No
separated or divorced partner)  1: Yes
{i1ho11a3j, i1ho11b3j, i1ho11p3j, k1ho11a3j,
k1ho11b3j, k1ho11p3j} [P CAWI G1.3.10]

Financial problems (e.g. not being able to pay 0: No
mortgage or rent)  1: Yes
{i1ho11a3k, i1ho11b3k, i1ho11p3k, k1ho11a3k,
k1ho11b3k, k1ho11p3k} [P CAWI G1.3.11]

Mental illness  0: No
{i1ho11a3l, i1ho11b3l, i1ho11p3l, k1ho11a3l, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3l, k1ho11p3l} [P CAWI G1.3.12]

Lost job  0: No
{i1ho11a3m, i1ho11b3m, i1ho11p3m, k1ho11a3m, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3m, k1ho11p3m} [P CAWI G1.3.13]

Gambling  0: No
{i1ho11a3n, i1ho11b3n, i1ho11p3n, k1ho11a3n, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3n, k1ho11p3n} [P CAWI G1.3.14]

Eviction  0: No
{i1ho11a3o, i1ho11b3o, i1ho11p3o, k1ho11a3o, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3o, k1ho11p3o} [P CAWI G1.3.15]

Natural disaster  0: No
{i1ho11a3p, i1ho11b3p, i1ho11p3p, k1ho11a3p, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3p, k1ho11p3p} [P CAWI G1.3.16]

Other reason(s)  0: No
{i1ho11a3q, i1ho11b3q, i1ho11p3q, k1ho11a3q, 1: Yes
k1ho11b3q, k1ho11p3q} [P CAWI G1.3.17]

LIFEEVENTS_Q05
< Population: Currently without permanent place to 1: Yes entirely
live > 2: Partly

3: Not at all
Was this related to the coronavirus restriction
period? 
{i1ho11a4, i1ho11b4, i1ho11p4, k1ho11a4, k1ho11b4,
k1ho11p4} [P CAWI G1.4]
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LIFEEVENTS_Q06
The next questions are about services your family may have used.

LIFEEVENTS_Q07
In the last 12 months, has anyone in your family used 1: Yes
any of these services? 2: No
{i1sc13a1zz, i1sc13b1zz, i1sc13p1zz, k1sc13a1zz,
k1sc13b1zz, k1sc13p1zz} [P CAWI G2.1]

Parenting education courses or programs 0: No
{i1sc13a1b, i1sc13b1b, i1sc13p1b, k1sc13a1b, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1b, k1sc13p1b} [P CAWI G2.1.1]

Relationship education courses 0: No
{i1sc13a1t, i1sc13b1t, i1sc13p1t, k1sc13a1t, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1t, k1sc13p1t} [P CAWI G2.1.2]

Relationship counselling (family, couple) 0: No
{i1sc13a1u, i1sc13b1u, i1sc13p1u, k1sc13a1u, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1u, k1sc13p1u} [P CAWI G2.1.3]

Parent support groups 0: No
{i1sc13a1w, i1sc13b1w, i1sc13p1w, k1sc13a1w, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1w, k1sc13p1w} [P CAWI G2.1.5]

Parenting information from phone or internet 0: No
{i1sc13a1x, i1sc13b1x, i1sc13p1x, k1sc13a1x, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1x, k1sc13p1x} [P CAWI G2.1.6]

Drug or alcohol services 0: No
{i1sc13a1h, i1sc13b1h, i1sc13p1h, k1sc13a1h, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1h, k1sc13p1h} [P CAWI G2.1.7]

Problem gambling services 0: No
{i1sc13a1y, i1sc13b1y, i1sc13p1y, k1sc13a1y, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1y, k1sc13p1y} [P CAWI G2.1.8]

Adult mental health services 0: No
{i1sc13a1i, i1sc13b1i, i1sc13p1i, k1sc13a1i, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1i, k1sc13p1i} [P CAWI G2.1.9]

Migrant or ethnic resources services  0: No
{i1sc13a1j, i1sc13b1j, i1sc13p1j, k1sc13a1j, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1j, k1sc13p1j} [P CAWI G2.1.10]

Housing services 0: No
{i1sc13a1k, i1sc13b1k, i1sc13p1k, k1sc13a1k, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1k, k1sc13p1k} [P CAWI G2.1.11]

Disability services 0: No
{i1sc13a1m, i1sc13b1m, i1sc13p1m, k1sc13a1m, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1m, k1sc13p1m} [P CAWI G2.1.12]
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Financial management services 0: No
{i1sc13a1z, i1sc13b1z, i1sc13p1z, k1sc13a1z, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1z, k1sc13p1z} [P CAWI G2.1.13]

Emergency relief services 0: No
{i1sc13a1z1, i1sc13b1z1, i1sc13p1z1, k1sc13a1z1, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1z1, k1sc13p1z1} [P CAWI G2.1.14]

Charities (e.g. Salvation Army) 0: No
{i1sc13a1n, i1sc13b1n, i1sc13p1n, k1sc13a1n, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1n, k1sc13p1n} [P CAWI G2.1.15]

Church or religious groups 0: No
{i1sc13a1p, i1sc13b1p, i1sc13p1p, k1sc13a1p, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1p, k1sc13p1p} [P CAWI G2.1.16]

Other family support services 0: No
{i1sc13a1s, i1sc13b1s, i1sc13p1s, k1sc13a1s, 1: Yes
k1sc13b1s, k1sc13p1s} [P CAWI G2.1.17]

LIFEEVENTS_Q08
In the last 12 months, have there been any of the 1: Yes
services listed that anyone in your family has needed 2: No
but could not get? 
{i1sc13a2zz, i1sc13b2zz, i1sc13p2zz, k1sc13a2zz,
k1sc13b2zz, k1sc13p2zz} [P CAWI G2.2]

Parenting education courses or programs 0: No
{i1sc13a2b, i1sc13b2b, i1sc13p2b, k1sc13a2b, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2b, k1sc13p2b} [P CAWI G2.2.1]

Relationship education courses 0: No
{i1sc13a2t, i1sc13b2t, i1sc13p2t, k1sc13a2t, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2t, k1sc13p2t} [P CAWI G2.2.2]

Relationship counselling (family, couple) 0: No
{i1sc13a2u, i1sc13b2u, i1sc13p2u, k1sc13a2u, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2u, k1sc13p2u} [P CAWI G2.2.3]

Other counselling services 0: No
{i1sc13a2d, i1sc13b2d, i1sc13p2d, k1sc13a2d, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2d, k1sc13p2d} [P CAWI G2.2.4]

Parent support groups 0: No
{i1sc13a2w, i1sc13b2w, i1sc13p2w, k1sc13a2w, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2w, k1sc13p2w} [P CAWI G2.2.5]

Parenting information from phone or internet 0: No
{i1sc13a2x, i1sc13b2x, i1sc13p2x, k1sc13a2x, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2x, k1sc13p2x} [P CAWI G2.2.6]

Drug or alcohol services 0: No
{i1sc13a2h, i1sc13b2h, i1sc13p2h, k1sc13a2h, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2h, k1sc13p2h} [P CAWI G2.2.7]
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Problem gambling services 0: No
{i1sc13a2y, i1sc13b2y, i1sc13p2y, k1sc13a2y, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2y, k1sc13p2y} [P CAWI G2.2.8]

Adult mental health services 0: No
{i1sc13a2i, i1sc13b2i, i1sc13p2i, k1sc13a2i, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2i, k1sc13p2i} [P CAWI G2.2.9]

Migrant or ethnic resources services 0: No
{i1sc13a2j, i1sc13b2j, i1sc13p2j, k1sc13a2j, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2j, k1sc13p2j} [P CAWI G2.2.10]

Housing services 0: No
{i1sc13a2k, i1sc13b2k, i1sc13p2k, k1sc13a2k, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2k, k1sc13p2k} [P CAWI G2.2.11]

Disability services 0: No
{i1sc13a2m, i1sc13b2m, i1sc13p2m, k1sc13a2m, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2m, k1sc13p2m} [P CAWI G2.2.12]

Financial management services 0: No
{i1sc13a2z, i1sc13b2z, i1sc13p2z, k1sc13a2z, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2z, k1sc13p2z} [P CAWI G2.2.13]

Emergency relief services 0: No
{i1sc13a2z1, i1sc13b2z1, i1sc13p2z1, k1sc13a2z1, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2z1, k1sc13p2z1} [P CAWI G2.2.14]

Charities (e.g. Salvation Army) 0: No
{i1sc13a2n, i1sc13b2n, i1sc13p2n, k1sc13a2n, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2n, k1sc13p2n} [P CAWI G2.2.15]

Church or religious groups 0: No
{i1sc13a2p, i1sc13b2p, i1sc13p2p, k1sc13a2p, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2p, k1sc13p2p} [P CAWI G2.2.16]

Other family support services 0: No
{i1sc13a2s, i1sc13b2s, i1sc13p2s, k1sc13a2s, 1: Yes
k1sc13b2s, k1sc13p2s} [P CAWI G2.2.17]

LIFEEVENTS_Q09
The next questions are about gambling activities.

As usual, you can skip any question you don't wish to answer by leaving the response blank and pressing the 'Next'
button.
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LIFEEVENTS_Q10
During the last 12 months, how often have you spent money on any of the following? 
Include money spent online (i.e. on a computer, mobile / smart phone, iPad, etc.)

a. Instant scratch tickets ('scratchies') 0: Never
{i1se26a10a, i1se26b10a, i1se26p10a, k1se26a10a, 1: Once or twice a year
k1se26b10a, k1se26p10a} [P CAWI G3.1.1] 2: A few times a year

3: Once a month
4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week

b. Bingo 0: Never
{i1se26a10b, i1se26b10b, i1se26p10b, k1se26a10b, 1: Once or twice a year
k1se26b10b, k1se26p10b} [P CAWI G3.1.2] 2: A few times a year

3: Once a month
4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week

c. Lotto or lottery games (e.g. Powerball, Oz Lotto) 0: Never
{i1se26a10c, i1se26b10c, i1se26p10c, k1se26a10c, 1: Once or twice a year
k1se26b10c, k1se26p10c} [P CAWI G3.1.3] 2: A few times a year

3: Once a month
4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week

d. Keno 0: Never
{i1se26a10d, i1se26b10d, i1se26p10d, k1se26a10d, 1: Once or twice a year
k1se26b10d, k1se26p10d} [P CAWI G3.1.4] 2: A few times a year

3: Once a month
4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week

e. Private betting with friends or family (e.g. cards, 0: Never
mah-jong, pool, sports)  1: Once or twice a year
{i1se26a10e, i1se26b10e, i1se26p10e, k1se26a10e, 2: A few times a year
k1se26b10e, k1se26p10e} [P CAWI G3.1.5] 3: Once a month

4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week

f. Poker 0: Never
{i1se26a10f, i1se26b10f, i1se26p10f, k1se26a10f, 1: Once or twice a year
k1se26b10f, k1se26p10f} [P CAWI G3.1.6] 2: A few times a year

3: Once a month
4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week
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g. Casino table games (e.g. blackjack (21), roulette) 0: Never
1: Once or twice a year

{i1se26a10g, i1se26b10g, i1se26p10g, k1se26a10g, 2: A few times a year
k1se26b10g, k1se26p10g} [P CAWI G3.1.7] 3: Once a month

4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week

h. Poker machines ('pokies') or slots 0: Never
{i1se26a10h, i1se26b10h, i1se26p10h, k1se26a10h, 1: Once or twice a year
k1se26b10h, k1se26p10h} [P CAWI G3.1.8] 2: A few times a year

3: Once a month
4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week

i. Betting on horse or dog races (but not sweeps) 0: Never
{i1se26a10i, i1se26b10i, i1se26p10i, k1se26a10i, 1: Once or twice a year
k1se26b10i, k1se26p10i} [P CAWI G3.1.9] 2: A few times a year

3: Once a month
4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week

j. Betting on sports (e.g. football, cricket) 0: Never
{i1se26a10j, i1se26b10j, i1se26p10j, k1se26a10j, 1: Once or twice a year
k1se26b10j, k1se26p10j} [P CAWI G3.1.10] 2: A few times a year

3: Once a month
4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week

k. Betting on eSports gaming tournaments 0: Never
{i1se26a10k, i1se26b10k, i1se26p10k, k1se26a10k, 1: Once or twice a year
k1se26b10k, k1se26p10k} [P CAWI G3.1.11] 2: A few times a year

3: Once a month
4: 2 to 3 times a month
5: Once a week
6: 2 to 3 times a week
7: 4 or more times a week

LIFEEVENTS_Q11
< Population: Spent money on gambling activities >

During the last 12 months, have you spent money on ...

a. Instant scratch tickets ('scratchies') 1: Online only
{i1se26a11a, i1se26b11a, i1se26p11a, k1se26a11a, 2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,
k1se26b11a, k1se26p11a} [P CAWI G3.2.1] casino, lotto agency)

3: Both online and offline

b. Bingo 1: Online only
{i1se26a11b, i1se26b11b, i1se26p11b, k1se26a11b, 2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,
k1se26b11b, k1se26p11b} [P CAWI G3.2.2] casino, lotto agency)

3: Both online and offline
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c. Lotto or lottery games (e.g. Powerball, Oz Lotto) 1: Online only
{i1se26a11c, i1se26b11c, i1se26p11c, k1se26a11c, 2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,
k1se26b11c, k1se26p11c} [P CAWI G3.2.3] casino, lotto agency)

3: Both online and offline

d. Keno 1: Online only
{i1se26a11d, i1se26b11d, i1se26p11d, k1se26a11d, 2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,
k1se26b11d, k1se26p11d} [P CAWI G3.2.4] casino, lotto agency)

3: Both online and offline

e. Private betting with friends or family (e.g. cards, 1: Online only
mah-jong, pool, sports)  2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,
{i1se26a11e, i1se26b11e, i1se26p11e, k1se26a11e, casino, lotto agency)
k1se26b11e, k1se26p11e} [P CAWI G3.2.5] 3: Both online and offline

f. Poker 1: Online only
{i1se26a11f, i1se26b11f, i1se26p11f, k1se26a11f, 2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,
k1se26b11f, k1se26p11f} [P CAWI G3.2.6] casino, lotto agency)

3: Both online and offline

g. Casino table games (e.g. blackjack (21), roulette) 1: Online only
2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,

{i1se26a11g, i1se26b11g, i1se26p11g, k1se26a11g, casino, lotto agency)
k1se26b11g, k1se26p11g} [P CAWI G3.2.7] 3: Both online and offline

h. Poker machines ('pokies') or slots 1: Online only
{i1se26a11h, i1se26b11h, i1se26p11h, k1se26a11h, 2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,
k1se26b11h, k1se26p11h} [P CAWI G3.2.8] casino, lotto agency)

3: Both online and offline

i. Betting on horse or dog races (but not sweeps) 1: Online only
{i1se26a11i, i1se26b11i, i1se26p11i, k1se26a11i, 2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,
k1se26b11i, k1se26p11i} [P CAWI G3.2.9] casino, lotto agency)

3: Both online and offline

j. Betting on sports (e.g. football, cricket) 1: Online only
{i1se26a11j, i1se26b11j, i1se26p11j, k1se26a11j, 2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,
k1se26b11j, k1se26p11j} [P CAWI G3.2.10] casino, lotto agency)

3: Both online and offline

k. Betting on eSports gaming tournaments 1: Online only
{i1se26a11k, i1se26b11k, i1se26p11k, k1se26a11k, 2: Offline only (e.g. at a venue such as TAB,
k1se26b11k, k1se26p11k} [P CAWI G3.2.11] casino, lotto agency)

3: Both online and offline

LIFEEVENTS_Q12
< Population: Spent money on gambling activities >

The next questions are about experiences you might have had because of your participation in gambling or betting
games.
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LIFEEVENTS_Q13
< Population: Spent money on gambling activities >

Thinking about the last 12 months, since this month last year...

a. have you bet more than you could really afford to 0: Never
lose? 1: Sometimes
{i1se26a7a, i1se26b7a, i1se26p7a, k1se26a7a, 2: Most of the time
k1se26b7a, k1se26p7a} [P CAWI G3.3.1] 3: Almost always

b. have you needed to gamble with larger amounts of 0: Never
money to get the same feeling of excitement?  1: Sometimes
{i1se26a7b, i1se26b7b, i1se26p7b, k1se26a7b, 2: Most of the time
k1se26b7b, k1se26p7b} [P CAWI G3.3.2] 3: Almost always

c. when you gambled, did you go back another day to 0: Never
try to win back the money you lost?  1: Sometimes
{i1se26a7c, i1se26b7c, i1se26p7c, k1se26a7c, 2: Most of the time
k1se26b7c, k1se26p7c} [P CAWI G3.3.3] 3: Almost always

d. have you borrowed money or sold anything to get 0: Never
money to gamble?  1: Sometimes
{i1se26a7d, i1se26b7d, i1se26p7d, k1se26a7d, 2: Most of the time
k1se26b7d, k1se26p7d} [P CAWI G3.3.4] 3: Almost always

e. have you felt that you might have a problem with 0: Never
gambling?  1: Sometimes
{i1se26a7e, i1se26b7e, i1se26p7e, k1se26a7e, 2: Most of the time
k1se26b7e, k1se26p7e} [P CAWI G3.3.5] 3: Almost always

f. has gambling caused you any health problems, 0: Never
including stress or anxiety?  1: Sometimes
{i1se26a7f, i1se26b7f, i1se26p7f, k1se26a7f, 2: Most of the time
k1se26b7f, k1se26p7f} [P CAWI G3.3.6] 3: Almost always

g. have people criticized your betting or told you 0: Never
that you had a gambling problem, regardless of whether 1: Sometimes
or not you thought it was true?  2: Most of the time
{i1se26a7g, i1se26b7g, i1se26p7g, k1se26a7g, 3: Almost always
k1se26b7g, k1se26p7g} [P CAWI G3.3.7]

h. has your gambling caused any financial problems for 0: Never
you or your household?  1: Sometimes
{i1se26a7h, i1se26b7h, i1se26p7h, k1se26a7h, 2: Most of the time
k1se26b7h, k1se26p7h} [P CAWI G3.3.8] 3: Almost always

i. have you felt guilty about the way you gamble or 0: Never
what happens when you gamble?  1: Sometimes
{i1se26a7i, i1se26b7i, i1se26p7i, k1se26a7i, 2: Most of the time
k1se26b7i, k1se26p7i} [P CAWI G3.3.9] 3: Almost always

If you would like to talk to someone about issues related to these questions, please call Lifeline on 131 114 (local
call) or the Beyond Blue support service on 1300 224 636
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LIFEEVENTS_Q14
The next questions are about extreme weather events and natural disasters.

LIFEEVENTS_Q15
Have you been affected by any of the following extreme weather events or natural disasters in the past 12 months?

a. Bushfire 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1a, i1hs30b1a, i1hs30p1a, k1hs30a1a, 2: No
k1hs30b1a, k1hs30p1a} [P CAWI G4.1.1]

b. Drought 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1b, i1hs30b1b, i1hs30p1b, k1hs30a1b, 2: No
k1hs30b1b, k1hs30p1b} [P CAWI G4.1.2]

c. Flood 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1c, i1hs30b1c, i1hs30p1c, k1hs30a1c, 2: No
k1hs30b1c, k1hs30p1c} [P CAWI G4.1.3]

d. Storm / Hail 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1d, i1hs30b1d, i1hs30p1d, k1hs30a1d, 2: No
k1hs30b1d, k1hs30p1d} [P CAWI G4.1.4]

e. Cyclone 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1e, i1hs30b1e, i1hs30p1e, k1hs30a1e, 2: No
k1hs30b1e, k1hs30p1e} [P CAWI G4.1.5]

f. Other extreme weather events or natural disasters 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1f, i1hs30b1f, i1hs30p1f, k1hs30a1f, 2: No
k1hs30b1f, k1hs30p1f} [P CAWI G4.1.6]

LIFEEVENTS_Q16
< Population: Affected by weather event or natural disaster >

Thinking about event(s) that affected you, which of the following occurred?

My home or property (including pets or livestock) was 0: No
damaged or destroyed 1: Yes
{i1hs30a2a, i1hs30b2a, i1hs30p2a, k1hs30a2a,
k1hs30b2a, k1hs30p2a} [P CAWI G4.2.1]

My home or property was threatened but not damaged or 0: No
destroyed 1: Yes
{i1hs30a2b, i1hs30b2b, i1hs30p2b, k1hs30a2b,
k1hs30b2b, k1hs30p2b} [P CAWI G4.2.2]

I was advised by emergency services to evacuate 0: No
{i1hs30a2c, i1hs30b2c, i1hs30p2c, k1hs30a2c, 1: Yes
k1hs30b2c, k1hs30p2c} [P CAWI G4.2.3]

My travel plans or my holiday itself were affected 0: No
{i1hs30a2d, i1hs30b2d, i1hs30p2d, k1hs30a2d, 1: Yes
k1hs30b2d, k1hs30p2d} [P CAWI G4.2.4]
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My mental and / or physical health was affected 0: No
{i1hs30a2e, i1hs30b2e, i1hs30p2e, k1hs30a2e, 1: Yes
k1hs30b2e, k1hs30p2e} [P CAWI G4.2.5]

LIFEEVENTS_Q17
Have any close friends and / or family members been affected by any of the following extreme weather events or
natural disasters in the past 12 months?

a. Bushfire 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1a1, i1hs30b1a1, i1hs30p1a1, k1hs30a1a1, 2: No
k1hs30b1a1, k1hs30p1a1} [P CAWI G4.3.1]

b. Drought 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1b1, i1hs30b1b1, i1hs30p1b1, k1hs30a1b1, 2: No
k1hs30b1b1, k1hs30p1b1} [P CAWI G4.3.2]

c. Flood 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1c1, i1hs30b1c1, i1hs30p1c1, k1hs30a1c1, 2: No
k1hs30b1c1, k1hs30p1c1} [P CAWI G4.3.3]

d. Storm / Hail 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1d1, i1hs30b1d1, i1hs30p1d1, k1hs30a1d1, 2: No
k1hs30b1d1, k1hs30p1d1} [P CAWI G4.3.4]

e. Cyclone 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1e1, i1hs30b1e1, i1hs30p1e1, k1hs30a1e1, 2: No
k1hs30b1e1, k1hs30p1e1} [P CAWI G4.3.5]

f. Other extreme weather events or natural disasters 1: Yes
{i1hs30a1f1, i1hs30b1f1, i1hs30p1f1, k1hs30a1f1, 2: No
k1hs30b1f1, k1hs30p1f1} [P CAWI G4.3.6]

LIFEEVENTS_Q18
< Population: Has close friend/family affected by weather event or natural disaster >

Thinking about the event(s) that affected your close friends and / or family members, which of the following
occurred?

Their home or property (including pets and livestock) 0: No
was damaged or destroyed 1: Yes
{i1hs30a2a1, i1hs30b2a1, i1hs30p2a1, k1hs30a2a1,
k1hs30b2a1, k1hs30p2a1} [P CAWI G4.4.1]

Their home or property was threatened but not damaged 0: No
or destroyed  1: Yes
{i1hs30a2b1, i1hs30b2b1, i1hs30p2b1, k1hs30a2b1,
k1hs30b2b1, k1hs30p2b1} [P CAWI G4.4.2]

They were advised by emergency services to evacuate  0: No
{i1hs30a2c1, i1hs30b2c1, i1hs30p2c1, k1hs30a2c1, 1: Yes
k1hs30b2c1, k1hs30p2c1} [P CAWI G4.4.3]
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Their travel plans or the holiday itself were affected 0: No
1: Yes

{i1hs30a2d1, i1hs30b2d1, i1hs30p2d1, k1hs30a2d1,
k1hs30b2d1, k1hs30p2d1} [P CAWI G4.4.4]

Their mental and / or physical health was affected  0: No
{i1hs30a2e1, i1hs30b2e1, i1hs30p2e1, k1hs30a2e1, 1: Yes
k1hs30b2e1, k1hs30p2e1} [P CAWI G4.4.5]

LIFEEVENTS_Q19
The next questions are about recent life experiences.

LIFEEVENTS_Q20
In the last 12 months, have any of the following happened to you?

a. Birth of a child or pregnancy 0: No
{i1hs27a16, i1hs27b16, i1hs27p16, k1hs27a16, 1: Yes
k1hs27b16, k1hs27p16} [P CAWI G5.1.1]

b. Birth of a grandchild 0: No
{i1hs27a26, i1hs27b26, i1hs27p26, k1hs27a26, 1: Yes
k1hs27b26, k1hs27p26} [P CAWI G5.1.2]

c. My child became pregnant / got someone pregnant 0: No
{i1hs27a27, i1hs27b27, i1hs27p27, k1hs27a27, 1: Yes
k1hs27b27, k1hs27p27} [P CAWI G5.1.3]

d. I suffered a serious illness, injury or assault 0: No
{i1hs27a1, i1hs27b1, i1hs27p1, k1hs27a1, k1hs27b1, 1: Yes
k1hs27p1} [P CAWI G5.1.4]

e. A family member or close friend has died 0: No
{i1hs27a37, i1hs27b37, i1hs27p37, k1hs27a37, 1: Yes
k1hs27b37, k1hs27p37} [P CAWI G5.1.5]

f. I separated from a spouse or partner 0: No
{i1hs27a15, i1hs27b15, i1hs27p15, k1hs27a15, 1: Yes
k1hs27b15, k1hs27p15} [P CAWI G5.1.6]

g. I started living with a new partner 0: No
{i1hs27a18, i1hs27b18, i1hs27p18, k1hs27a18, 1: Yes
k1hs27b18, k1hs27p18} [P CAWI G5.1.7]

h. I had a major financial crisis 0: No
{i1hs27a11, i1hs27b11, i1hs27p11, k1hs27a11, 1: Yes
k1hs27b11, k1hs27p11} [P CAWI G5.1.8]

i. I had a crisis or serious disappointment in my work 0: No
career  1: Yes
{i1hs27a7, i1hs27b7, i1hs27p7, k1hs27a7, k1hs27b7,
k1hs27p7} [P CAWI G5.1.9]
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j. I lost my job, but not from choice (e.g. sacked, 0: No
made redundant or contract ended)  1: Yes
{i1hs27a9, i1hs27b9, i1hs27p9, k1hs27a9, k1hs27b9,
k1hs27p9} [P CAWI G5.1.10]

k. I had problems with the police or a court 0: No
appearance  1: Yes
{i1hs27a12, i1hs27b12, i1hs27p12, k1hs27a12,
k1hs27b12, k1hs27p12} [P CAWI G5.1.11]

l. Someone in my household had an alcohol or drug 0: No
problem  1: Yes
{i1hs27a14, i1hs27b14, i1hs27p14, k1hs27a14,
k1hs27b14, k1hs27p14} [P CAWI G5.1.12]

m. I moved house 0: No
{i1hs27a22, i1hs27b22, i1hs27p22, k1hs27a22, 1: Yes
k1hs27b22, k1hs27p22} [P CAWI G5.1.13]

n. I lived in a drought-affected area 0: No
{i1hs27a24, i1hs27b24, i1hs27p24, k1hs27a24, 1: Yes
k1hs27b24, k1hs27p24} [P CAWI G5.1.14]

o. I had my home or local area affected by bushfire, 0: No
flooding or a severe storm  1: Yes
{i1hs27a25, i1hs27b25, i1hs27p25, k1hs27a25,
k1hs27b25, k1hs27p25} [P CAWI G5.1.15]

LIFEEVENTS_Q21
The following is a list of activities. Compared to now, indicate whether you did each of these activities more, less or
about the same during the coronavirus restriction period. Please think about the period when restrictions were first at
their peak. For most people this would have been between March and May 2020.

During the coronavirus restriction period, did you ...

a. eat fresh fruit and vegetables 1:  A lot more
{i1hb13a3a, i1hb13b3a, i1hb13p3a, k1hb13a3a, 2: A little more
k1hb13b3a, k1hb13p3a} [P CAWI G6.1.1] 3: About the same

4: A little less
5: A lot less
-1: Not applicable / Have never done this

b. eat foods high in fat or sugar 1:  A lot more
{i1hb13a3b, i1hb13b3b, i1hb13p3b, k1hb13a3b, 2: A little more
k1hb13b3b, k1hb13p3b} [P CAWI G6.1.2] 3: About the same

4: A little less
5: A lot less
-1: Not applicable / Have never done this

c. eat home-cooked meals 1:  A lot more
{i1hb13a3c, i1hb13b3c, i1hb13p3c, k1hb13a3c, 2: A little more
k1hb13b3c, k1hb13p3c} [P CAWI G6.1.3] 3: About the same

4: A little less
5: A lot less
-1: Not applicable / Have never done this
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d. sleep 1:  A lot more
{i1hb13a3d, i1hb13b3d, i1hb13p3d, k1hb13a3d, 2: A little more
k1hb13b3d, k1hb13p3d} [P CAWI G6.1.4] 3: About the same

4: A little less
5: A lot less
-1: Not applicable / Have never done this

e. participate in moderate physical activity (activity 1:  A lot more
that caused a slight increase in breathing and heart 2: A little more
rate such as gentle swimming, social tennis, golf, 3: About the same
etc.) 4: A little less
{i1hb14a6a, i1hb14b6a, i1hb14p6a, k1hb14a6a, 5: A lot less
k1hb14b6a, k1hb14p6a} [P CAWI G6.1.5] -1: Not applicable / Have never done this

f. participate in vigorous physical activity (activity 1:  A lot more
that made you breathe harder or puff and pant such as 2: A little more
jogging, cycling, aerobics, competitive tennis, etc.) 3: About the same
{i1hb14a6b, i1hb43b6b, i1hb14p6b, k1hb14a6b, 4: A little less
k1hb14b6b, k1hb14p6b} [P CAWI G6.1.6] 5: A lot less

-1: Not applicable / Have never done this

g. drink alcohol 1:  A lot more
{i1hb16a11b, i1hb16b11b, i1hb16p11b, k1hb16a11b, 2: A little more
k1hb16b11b, k1hb16p11b, } [P CAWI G6.1.7] 3: About the same

4: A little less
5: A lot less
-1: Not applicable / Have never done this

h smoke cigarettes 1:  A lot more
{i1hb15a3a, i1hb15b3a, i1hb15p3a, k1hb15a3a, 2: A little more
k1hb15b3a, k1hb15p3a} [P CAWI G6.1.8] 3: About the same

4: A little less
5: A lot less
-1: Not applicable / Have never done this

i. use illicit drugs 1:  A lot more
{i1hb48a7a, i1hb48b7a, i1hb48p7a, k1hb48a7a, 2: A little more
k1hb48b7a, k1hb48p7a} [P CAWI G6.1.9] 3: About the same

4: A little less
5: A lot less
-1: Not applicable / Have never done this

j. gamble 1:  A lot more
{i1hb48a8, i1hb48b8, i1hb48p8, k1hb48a8, k1hb48b8, 2: A little more
k1hb48p8} [P CAWI G6.1.10] 3: About the same

4: A little less
5: A lot less
-1: Not applicable / Have never done this

k. volunteer or undertake charity work 1:  A lot more
{i1hb48a9, i1hb48b9, i1hb48p9, k1hb48a9, k1hb48b9, 2: A little more
k1hb48p9} [P CAWI G6.1.11] 3: About the same

4: A little less
5: A lot less
-1: Not applicable / Have never done this
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l. engage in hobbies and leisure activities (e.g. 1:  A lot more
watching TV, reading books, spending time with your 2: A little more
family or pet(s), gardening etc.) 3: About the same
{i1hb48a10, i1hb48b10, i1hb48p10, k1hb48a10, 4: A little less
k1hb48b10, k1hb48p10} [P CAWI G6.1.12] 5: A lot less

-1: Not applicable / Have never done this

LIFEEVENTS_Q22
Compared to one year ago, how optimistic do you feel 1: Much more optimistic
about your future? 2: Slightly more optimistic
{i1se32a1, i1se32b1, i1se32p1, k1se32a1, k1se32b1, 3: Neither more nor less optimistic
k1se32p1}  [P CAWI G7.1] 4:  Slightly less optimistic

5: Much less optimistic

LIFEEVENTS_Q23
Compared to one year ago, how optimistic do you feel 1: Much more optimistic
about the future of your child(ren)'s generation? 2: Slightly more optimistic
{i1se32a2, i1se32b2, i1se32p2, k1se32a2, k1se32b2, 3: Neither more nor less optimistic
k1se32p2}  [P CAWI G7.2] 4:  Slightly less optimistic

5: Much less optimistic

CONTACT_Q01
We would now like to collect your phone number and email address, as well as your current address information.

CONTACT_Q02
To show our appreciation of your continued participation we will be entering you in the draw for a $50 eGift Card if
you complete your survey by 7 December. If your name is drawn you will be notified via email.

Please provide your email address.
__________________________________

CONTACT_Q02a
Please confirm your email address.

__________________________________

CONTACT_Q03
Please confirm your best contact number.

__________________________________

CONTACT_Q04
Please confirm your residential address.

__________________________________
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CONTACT_Q05
Is your postal address the same as your residential 1: Yes ---> CONTACT_Q07
address? 2: No

CONTACT_Q06
< Population: Different postal address >

__________________________________
Please confirm your postal address.

CONTACT_Q07
It is really important for us to be able to keep in 1: Yes
touch with you over the next two years, until we 2: No ---> END_Q01a
interview you again.

Do you intend to move house within the next two years?

CONTACT_Q08
< Population: Intends to move house > 1: Yes

2: No ---> END_Q01a
Are you able to provide any address details now? 
If you are unable to provide full address please enter
state / territory or suburb you are moving to if
known.

CONTACT_Q09
< Population: Intends to move house, knows details >

__________________________________
Enter address details.

END_Q01a
Thanks for starting your online survey for Growing Up in Australia. Please return and submit your form to enter the
draw for a $50 eGift card.  

Thank you, you're almost done. Please tell us how long it took you to complete your online survey.

END_Q02
If you are distressed by any of the content in this survey or need help, there are a number of services that can assist
you: https://growingupinaustralia.gov.au/contact-us#support_services

We would love to know what you think about this online
survey.  If you have any comments about the __________________________________
questionnaire, please include them here:

Please click the 'Submit' button below if you are ready to finish. Note that you will not be able to go back into this
online survey once you have pressed 'Submit'.
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END_Q03
< Population: All who click on 'Submit' >

Thank you for submitting your online survey for Growing Up In Australia. To protect the privacy of your information,
you are no longer able to access your online survey. We suggest you close your browser window to further protect
your privacy.
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